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Homecoming Events Spark
Fulton's Week-end Football

WFUL
R A «J i o

Single Copy, 10c
t3.M

A parade, chock full of enough excitement to bring
victory to the Fulton Bulldogs will precede the homeFulton, Fulton County, Kentucky,
Volume Thirty-three
coming football game at Fulton Memorial Stadium Friday night. The Bulldogs, with a 3-3 record so far this
Women All Out For Johnson-Humphrey
year will meet the team from Fort Campbell, in what is
heralded as a mighty interesting game.
Game time is 7:45 p. m.
The parade, and the homecoming activities will be the first official appearance of
Football
Queen Susan Walker, a senior,
and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Walker. Hers will be.the
place of honor in the parade as
she rides with the crown bearer,
Kim Yates, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Virgil Yates. The young fellow
comes by his school association
naturally . - . his father is a popular teacher at the school.

Rita Craven and Lana Hutchens, who earned the honor after
having been named by their classmates, but who lost to the royal
leader when Queen Susan and her
loyal subjects won out in fierce
competition for the honor of Football Queen. All is serene in the
Kingdom and all are united in the
desire to bring home the laurels
at tHe homecoming game.
And of course no parade is
complete without those gay and
With Queen Susan will be her vivacious lassies who keep the
attendants Mary Elizabeth Mitch- spirits high in victory and defeat.
Cheerleaders
Nancy
Treas.
Sara Jane Poe, Jennifer Duncan,
Ruth Ann Burnett and Roma Foster will ride in the parade.
Jottings
To add the proper festive air to
the event on Friday Fulton High's
Pronr
now famous and colorful band
will march along with tbe royal
subjects and the fun-makers. Director Mandel Brown will bring
the musicians to the leader. And
he is Football Captain Jimmy
Yates who will have the honor of
crowning the queen.
Hie parade will start at 6:45
p. m at the Siegel plant in Kentucky.
Now that the Festival is over
and I don't have to rush out of the
house for some chore or another,
I realize that school has started
and that sometime after 7:45 a. m.
the house is as quiet as can be
and there's an opportunity to read
the morning papers with some
The life of a Navy pilot is
degree of leisure. Tuesday morn- never dull!
ing, over that second cup of cofAnd Lt. Don Wright can verifee, I was indulging in the aforementioned luxury and came across fy that for sure.
Ann Landers' column. It must
Don, his wife (tHe former
have been the headline that took Ruth Caldwell) and young son,
my eye, so I read the column all H. O. Wright III have been
^ i Y t o MtonTor
the way through. Toward the end planning
of the column Orie heard me many months now. The folks
laughing, almost hysterically, all originally thought that they
by myself.
would be home for the Banana
Festival, but Don's duty changed
that date to October 17. The
The more I read the more I (Jaldwells, (Harvey and Elizalaughed and even as I write this, beth) and th'e Wrights (Mary
I laugh all over again. It seems Nelle and Doc) were making
that a lady, who signed her name plans for them to drive here
Lady Godiva, wrote to Ao|». about this week-end.
the fact that the lady does all of
her housework in tHe nude. The
But, it's like we said, a Navy
letter from Lady Godiva prompt- pilot's life is never dull, or
ed letters from other ladies who punctual either. Here's what
also do housework in the nude. happened!
My first reaction. was that the
Monday night the Wrights got
habit was not only a little kooky, a call from the Norfolk Wrights
but risky as well. Reading on, my
opinions were confirmed. Although Ann's column is copyrighted I'm going to take the
chance of reprinting two of them
so you can get a good laugh today. It was the second one that
through me into a hilarious tailspin.

Notebook

At an enthusiastic meeting ot Democratic women in Fulton held
last week at the Derby Restaurant, new officers were named to fill
vacancies. Left to right are: Mrs. Felix Gossum, named as the new
vice-president; Mrs. Duck Smith, secretary, Mrs. Hannon G. Shaw,
president and Mrs. M. B. Major, the new treasurer Mrs. Gossum and
Mrs. Shaw will serve as the women's co-chairmen for the Democratic
campaign now in progress. Elbert Bore ham of Hickman is county
campaign chairman. A vigorous campaign to get oat the vote is planned.

Navy Pilot's Life Never Dull;
Don Wright Greatest Authority
to advise that Don's proposed
leave of two weeks or more had
been curtailed . . . so they would
fly home. Fly, that is but in different planes, in different directions.
Don's orders were to make an
°«icLal
«f F o r t Campbell,
Ky. So be put his family on a
commercial flight from Norfolk
to Nashville. The Fulton Wrights
hurried to Nashville Monday
night to meet Ruth and Hank's
(that's the third Wright) plane
in Nashville Tuesday morning,
tHen detoured to Fort Campbell
to pick up Don and all five of
jthem motored to Fulton.
Sort of makes a person weary
to think of all that planning,
much less execute it! But w d come home.
Don
will leave
Monday,
(don't ask how) but Ruth and
Hank will stay for a longer visit.

DEAR ANN: I wonder if Lady
Godiva saw tHe news item in the
paper about an Ohio housewife.
She was doing her laundry in the
basement and impulsively decided
to take off the soiled housedress
she was Wearing and throw it into
the machine.
Her hair had just been set in
pin-curls and the pipes overhead
were leaking. She spotted her son's
football Helmet and put it on her
head There she was, stark naked
(except for the football helmet),
when she heard a cough. The woman turned around and found
herself staring into the face of the
meter reader from the gas and
electric company.
As he headed for the door his
only comment was, "I hope your
team wins. Lady."

Touch-Tone telephone service
is coming to Fulton!
One of the most modern such
services in the world, Touch-Tone
features
push-button electronic
telephoning rather than the conventional dial and ig heralded as
•
the "telephone
of the 1970's" according to Curtis B. Mathis,
Southern Bell manager.
"Actually, Fulton is one of the
first communities in Kentucky
and the nation to have the new
service," Mathis said, "and it will
be available with the dial conversion slated for next summer.
Mathis said"thenew service will
be offered to a limited number of
customers in the Fulton exchange
only on an optional basis at a
moderate extra monthly charge,
beginning with the conversion.

(PHOTO ON

PAGE SIX)

Fulton exchange with the converto a lower-pitched tone The
Because of the modifications d j a I t o n e ^ t h e s l
l that
telu
11131 m u s t ^
m a d e l n e a c h l n d l " y 0 u the equipment is
ready for
vtdual central office, Touch-Tone ^
to d S your call Mathis exwlU ^
introduced p a d ,ained that lhls cha
^
o v " a P e n o d ° f years t0
s a r y t o o H e r Touch-Tone service
communities.
- tQ cust(>IIlers w h o w a n ( u
He said that special equipment
"Touch-Tone service is both a
will be installed at the telephone major engineering design change
company's new central office to i n t h e telephone instrument and
make it possible for both Touch- a n e w method of signaling," he
Tone and rotary dial phones to s a i d "Musical tones direct calls
operate through the same facili- through the switching system to
ties. Fulton subscribers may have their destination."
their choice" of either service
"This system of calling was
I"1"5 Touch-Tone will cost $1.50 made possible by the transistor
m o r e Per
month for
residential and could eventually lead to many
customers and $2.00 more for other advances in telephone serm o s t business customers.
vice, such as sending remote-conAlso, the telephone dial tone trol signals to activate anything
will "be changed throughout the
(Continued on page tix)
s ion

A Fulton CouAv student, James Harold Chedfeiam. Jr.,
has
been designated distinguished military student for the school year
1964-65 by the University of Kentucky Army Reserve Officers'
Training Corps.
To receive this award the student must have a 4.0 standing in
ROTC and a 2.5 overall academic
standing. This is based on a 4.0
grading system.
Ch'eatham is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Cheaham. Route
4,
Fulton. He graduated from Fulton City High School.
JOB WELfc DONE!
Col. Robert H. Ivey, Judge advocate of the U. S Military Academy, adjusts the cap on one of his
That's the compliments Mrs.
Eula Mulford received last week twin sons, Karl, 17, as the other twin, Glen, waits his turn. The two boys were appointed to the academy
when she was honored at a din- by Sen Herbert S. Walters of Tennessee.
ner at the Park Terrace commemorating her 30 years service
with Southern Bell Telephone
Company.

The West Fulton PTA will meet
in Carr Auditorium at 7:30 tonight (Thursday), at which time
Dad's Night will be observed.
The program will be presented
in the form of a panel discussjon
on "Is There a Breakdown in the i
Morals of Our Youth and, if so.
What are the Causes?"
Members are urged to attend
and visitors have a special invitation.

WORLD WAR t VETS MEET
Members of Twin City Barracks
of Fulton and South Fulton World
War I veterans enjoyted a barbecue supper Monday night at
Evelyn's Drive In on the Martin
Highway, with a business meeting
following. First District ComTo my everlasting shame it was mander Ira T. Orr of Hickory, K y ,
the minister. He was so startled was the guest speaker.
hie glasses almost fell off. He
mumbled, "I'll be beck next week
when I can bring my wife."
I slammed the door shut and
just sat there and shook for 20
minutes. To this day I'm unable
to look hiirf in the face. (P. S. You
can be sure I'm no longer a nudist.)-STILL BLUSHING.

Number 42

James Cheatham Cited
For High Achievement

Dad's Night Is
Planned For
West Fulton

Here they are:
DEAR ANN LANDERS: I used
to do my housework in the nude
but a recent experience cured me.
Our minister expressed the wish
to see our new baby. The time set
for his visit was 2 p. mI was fresh out of coffee cream
and phoned my neighbor to ask
if she'd bring over half a bottle.
She said, "IH be there in a few
minutes."
I was rushing around (in the
nude, as usual) trying to get the
house tidied up when the doorbell rang. I grabbed a face towel
to wrap around my middle so I
could reach out f o r the coffee
cream. I opened the door quickly
and shouted, "Boy, am I glad to
see you, Honeyt"

MOO

Fulton Among First In Slate To Get
Touch-Tone Phones; Due Next Summer

e ll,

Jo's
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Nan Is Shot
In Honey Of
An Argument

Ivey Brothers, Well Known Here,
Get Appointments To West Point

Seventeen-year-old twin brothers from Clarksviile, Tenn.,
have been awarded appointments
to the Military Academy at West
Point by Sen. Herbert S. Walters.
They are Karl Ford Ivey and
Glen Simmang Ivey, twin sons of
Col. Robert H. Ivey, a career Ar-

Wilbur "Webb" Thomas, 31year-old Sedalia resident, is reported in satisfactory condition
today after being shot with a .16
guage shotgun in Wingo Monday
evening following a dispute over
a $2.50 jar of honey.
Charged with the shooting is i
Lloyd Robey, 51-year-old Wingo
plumber. Robey is in the Graves
County jail and will be arranged |
before Judge Allen Cloar.
state Polifig Defective Hugh
Page said_the shooting occurred j Two Fulton countians
have
at the home of Donald Morris.
been appointed to a bipartisan
Officers "iaid Robey and Thorn state advisory committee of Rural
as got inRS an argument over the I Kentuckians for Johnson-Humpalleged theft of a half-gallon of hrey.
honey from the former. Robey
"Hie announcement wa6 made
went to his house and got a shot- today by Frank Paxton.
state
gun, a .16 guage automatic.
Democrat campaign
chairman,
Robey told the officers that both and Lee B. Thomas, chairman of
he and Thomas had been drink- Kentucky Citizens for JohnsonHumphrey.
ing.
Appointed to the committee
Thomas is an auto body repair
were Elbert Burcham, Hickman,
man.
and Pies Fields, Hickman.
The committee, Paixton said, is
made up of Democrats, Republicans and Independents. "We have
just started to work on a campaign to boost Kentucky's farm
income", the chairman said, "and
this can only be accomplished by
electing a Johnson-Humphey ticket in November "
Previously appointed to
serve
as co-chairmen of the Rural Kentuckians were Smith D. Broadbent,
Cadiz Democrat and Hugh L Spurlock, Winchester
Republican
William C. Johnstone, Louisville.
setVes as director of the group

Fields, Burcham
Named To State
Advisory Group

ASC PEOPLE RECEIVE CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE AWARDS
From left to right Kenneth Grogan, Fanner Fieldman serving ten
Western Kentucky Counties, presenting ten year certificate to T. M.
Conder, Vice Chairman, Clem Atwill, Regular Member, looking over
their shoulder. S. L. Braiuford, office employee, being presented a
ten year certificate by Roy Bard, Chairman. S. E. Holly. Office Manager, receives a twenty year certificate. Photograph by Black Insurant* Agency.

WE LIKE BANANAS. And If yoa don't believe K, look at the way these young people trramMed at U * Banana Olympics
It wa« so good to talk with our
threw M i e of the delicious ripe fruit Into the crowd.
(ConHsved on pope TiMftw)

$70,000 Damages
Sought In Car
Truck Collision

Two civil actions totaling $70,000 have been filed in Graves
Circuit Court in connection with
a automobile and truck collision
near the State Line Road (Kentucky Highway 116) in Graves
County last October 16
The plaintiff, Hubert L O'Rear,
Fulton County, asks jury trial for
damages of $35,000 against Builders Supply Company Fulton, and
Marie O'Rear in a separate action asks for $25,000 damages
against Builders Supply. She was
a passenger in the auto driven by
Hubert O'Rear and they charge
negligence on the part of Edward
C. Mai ray, in the operating the
Builders Supply truck.
Nine members of the local BusiThe action was filed by James
ness A Professional
Women's
Warren and Harry W. Roberts,
Club attended the Fall Roundup,
attorneys.
Districts 1, 2. 3, 4, at Kenlake
Hotel laet Sunday.
RACING PROGRAMJ
They were: Mrs Ramelle Pigue.
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards, Miss
The Lions Club program last
Amaline Homra,
Mrs. Bessie Friday was in charge of Earl
Green, Miss Gertrude Murphey, Ixihaus, who showed films of the
Mrs Mattle Rice, Mrs. Frank Dnytona Beach stock car races.
Browder, Mrs. Carl Puckett and His son. Wayne, was a guest at
Mrs. Ruth Scott
*
the meeting.

B&PW Members At
Kenlake Meeting

when Homebody

my man, who himself is
now
stationed at West Point. Colonel
Ivey is married to the former
Charlotte Terry.
Colonel Ivey is judge advocate
of the military academy and associate professor of law there. He
formerly was stationed at Fort
Campbell.
A member of Senator Walters'
staff said the two youths
won
the principal appointment as a result of their high grades in competitive examinations given
by
the U. S. Civil Service Commission.
Both of the boys are seniors at
the Highland Falls, N. Y., high
scchool, where they are scheduled to graduate in June. They
will enter the academy in July.
The two youths are among a
group of 12 Middle Tennessee boys
nominated as either principal or
alternates to the three service academies by Walters.

cf Confederate proper." A b o u t $1,200 was taken

I i 0«r Hearts We Katw That B u r y Geldwaler Is
Candidate Of Mon-Existeif Party Thai's Hot Bight!
Let's talk politics!

As a delegate to the Democratic
National Convention in Los Angeles
in 1960. this editorial writer was one
of the 27 Kentucky delegates pledged
to the nomination of Lyndon Johnson
for President. When Mr. Johnson
failed to get the nomination we joined other delegates in voting for the
late John F. Kennedv on thefirstballot.
But what is surprising to us is
that some fairly intelligent, normally
Democratic voters in this West Kentucky area are speaking loud and
clear on behalf of the candidacy of
Republican Barry Goldwater for
President.
And that's what saddens us and
"bugs" us at the same time.
Our limited command of words
prohibits us from writing an endorsement of the Democratic candidates
as did the Saturday Evening Post, or
the New York Times. Yet, we think
we are fairly capable of writing some
ordinary "horse sense'' views we
have gleaned in the campaign platforms of the Democratic party and
Barry Goldwater, 'not the Republican party, because a great many true
Republicans have a mighty dismal
appraisal of their standard bearer.)
If a voter has chosen Goldwater
because he's better looking than
Johnson, or because Goldwater's
family is bigger than Johnson's; or
because Goldwater inherited his
money and Johnson earned his; or because Goldwater is making more
promises than Johnson; or because
Goldwater looks better on television
than Johnson, or because of a lot of
other unimportant "becauses" that's
okay. But if a voter wants to get right
down to the nut-cutting and vote for
a man who is best for this country,
then it's time to look at the real issues.
Let's take civil rights, for instance:
How can anybody, erea
voters in the solid South think
for one moment that Barry Goldwater can alleviate them from
the strife and tension contingent
with the enforcement of the public accomodations law and the integration of schools. In the first
place this ruling was handed
down by the Supreme Court of
ihe United Stales while interpreting the Constitution of our
country, and nobody, not even
glib Barry Goldwater can rewrite our Constitution.
But even if he could, here's what
Goldwater said about Civil Rights on
June 18, 1964:
"My concern is with this nation—with freedom for everyone
who lives in it and who will be
born in It. This is the time to alTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

H_ P A U L and JOHANNA 1L WEHTPHELDfO
Editor* and PubUahers
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demands of

the

few.

j u d g e d b y Oris r e a l
not b y what
what

aiheis

Lei m e

be

exnen
say

I think. T h e key to

racial

a n d r e l i g i o n s t o l e r a n c e B e e BOt fas
laws alone,

bat in the hearts

of

What kind of double talk is this?
If elected will Goldwater uphold the
Constitution, or will he conduct a
mammoth evangelistic crusade.

'^a'd

Then there's this business of the
control of nuclear weapons.
Typically. Goldwater's first
statement came ia an offhand
manner a year ago. in answer to a
reporter's guestion:
NATO's
"field commanders"
(plural)
should be given authority to use
tactical nuclear weapons at their
discretion, he stated. Later, the
Senator palled away the plural
and said he meant that only
NATO's Supreme Commander In
Europe (presently U. S. Gen.
Lyman Lemnitzer) should have
such discretionary power. We
don't think plural or singular
make any difference. There is a
much greater principle al stake.
Doesn't it mafe you cringe to
think of having a President in the
White House who would leave the
safety of all mankind in the hands of
some trigger-happy subordinate.
On peace through strength.
Goldwater has said: "If you have
a fellow who says he's going to
bury you. you don't
him a
shovel." Yet while on a vacation
following his nomination he told
reporters in effect that if the
Communists don't behave, we
ought to scare them by "blowing
up a bridge, or something." Ye
gads!
On social security. Barry Goldwater's philosophy even has his running mate trying to decipher what the
Arizona Senator really means. While
Representative William E. Miller
goes around saying that Goldwater is
so for Social Security, the presidential
candidate says:
C3

"I think Social Security should
be voluntary. This is the only definite position I hare on it. If a
man wants it, fine. If he does not
want ii. he can provide his own."
(Quoted in The New York Times
Magazine, November 24 1963.)
Can you imagine what an administrative nightmare that would
be'
Barry Goldwater wants this
country to be strong militarily and
financially, but he obviously wants
to do it by voluntary contributions—
not lower taxes . . . just no taxes at
all! Here's what he said on Page 60
in his book "Conscience of a Conservative:'' "Property and freedom are
inseparable . . . man's earnings are
as much his property as his land or
the house he lives in . . . to the extent
the government takes the one—in
taxes—it intrudes upon the other."
Government by volunteers . . .
that's Goldwater!
And on TV A. the giant system that creates jobs and low
cost power for millions of Americans. Goldwater says it ought to
be sold for the highest dollar . . .
maybe one dollar.
In a campaign pamphlet Goldwater says: "You will be living with
the choice you make for the next four
years.. . . perhaps the rest of your
life."
. Thank heavens for the choice.
Ours is Lyndon B. Johnson for President and Hubert Horatio Humphrey
for vice-president!

The stoical schemes of supplying
our wants by lopping off our desires,
is like cutting off our feet when we
want shoes.
M
—Jonathan Swift

the train
During the week under review
forty guerrillas captured Irvine,
Estill County, and ptandexed the
town after releasing four prisoners f r o m Jail and then burning the
jalL On the same day, another
gang robbed citizens at Bethel.
Bath County, and whipped the
county judge with a strap. In
Meade County, twenty-two guerrillas plundered the town of Brandenburg. These three attacks all
took place on O c t 11- T w o days
later a gang that attacked Hardinsburg in Breckinridge County
wsa driven o f f b y the citizens and
the guerrilla leader was killed.

not robbed
to remove
( before the baggage
was burned." said a story in
Lexington Observer and Be, t e r " A number of our citizens
were on the train, none of whom
were maltreated
Some of the
band recognized Mr. Hiram Shaw,
S e , and carried him off a short
distance with the intention, they
declared, of shooting
him, but
they were dissuaded from their
murderous purpose by the ladies
w h o were present and Be was
released with the other passengers, all of whom were allowed to
in any direction they saw

tend to the liberties of alL n o t t h e

It will come as no surprise that
this newspaper joins hundred*, maybe
thousands of other newspapers large
and small in these Untted States in
heartily endorsing th^candidacy of
Lyndon B. Johnson and Hubert Horatio Humphrey for President and
Vice-President of the United States
in the upcoming general election oo
November 3. -

Pablfched B r e r , Thnradar af The
A member at the Kentucky P r e a

STRICTLY BUSINESS

7a/£ 9t Oven'
BY

• GOV

EDWARD T. B R E A T H I T T
chairman of the Economic Development Commission, I am in
close touch w i t h the program of
the Kentucky Department at Commerce to foster and accelerate industrial growth in t h e Commonwealth.

Frankfort—

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Bade The ClockOctober f .

1M4

Miss Jessie Nell Carter was o f ficially
crowned
as
Football
Queen on October 11. t*w.«)iiig
the
homecoming game
She was crowned by Henry L o c k e ,
captain of the Pulton Bulkiogs l o r
the night. Misses Betty Jean J o y ner, Ann Lowe. Joan
McCoCum
and Marilee Beadles, cheer leaders, accompanied the queen during the ceremonies.
T h e Pulton Scout Council, with
fourteen members present, met
October 16. Those present were;
Norman Tripp. B. J Pigg. Heodon
Wright, R_ A Ftnrlkes. Louis K a s now. E P. Dawes. J. O. Lewis. P.
H Shelton. Williarr. Scott. R- L
Harris. Guy Duley. R. 7. Sanford.
Ed Eller and Frank McGary. field
executive.
Officials of t b £ 5 t a t e of Kentucky and the TSinessee Valley
Authority met • at Frankfort r e cently f o r the purpose of completing plans for a gigantic park along
the great Kentucky Lake, formed
by waters impounded by the G i l bertsville Dam. The park area
wiU b e in the vicinity at Eggner's
Ferry Bridge in Marshall and
L y o n Counties.
Miss Jessie Lou Fields entertained October 14 with a weiner
roast at her home in Pilot Oak.
Guests were: Misses Louise R o b erts. Jackie Hicks. Ann Erranton.
Gaylin Rushing. Reba
Roberts.
Guy Nell Lamb, and Win Edd
Gossum. William V i n c e n t Charles
V i n c e n t William D. Yates. James
Earl Moore. Charles Yates. B o b b y
Fields.
Miss Dorothy McAlister. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lela M c Alister. became the bride of W i n
D Patrick on October 14 in the
Church of Christ, with Elder
Charles L Houser
officiating.
Mrs Russell Singleton and M . E
Ethridge were the only attendants.
Miss Betty Jean Fields and
Jean Shelby delightfully entertained a group of their friends
October 15 at the home o f the
former's parents. Guests included
high school students and dancing
and card playing were enjoyed.

Mrs. Robert H_ Binford
of
Jackson, T e n n , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J . E F a i l , was compliat a bridge-luncheon O c tober 13 given by Mrs. G . G .
Bard. Covers f o r eight w e r e laid
at the dining table and after
luncheon games of contract w e r e
enjoyed, with Mrs. Ward Bushart
receiving
score, l n r
following guests w e r e present:
Mrs. Binford. Mr*. J. E Fall, J r ,
Miss Mayme Bennett. Mrs. Lynn
Askew. Mrs. Bill Browning. Mrs.
y r o o lagg. Mrs. Ward Bushart and
Mrs. Maxwell McDade.
Jerry Atkins was g i v m a delightful birthday party October 16
by his mother. Mrs. Smith A t kins. T h e evening was enjoyed
playing
gamesRefreshments
w e r e act veil and the birthday cake
had thirteen candles on i t Guests
included Janice Wheeler. A n n
FuzzelL Ann Latta. Carmen Pigue,
J o y c e Fields, Sue Easley. Cissy
Murphy, Ann McDade. Tom M c Knight
Sidney
Bard.
Jack
Thorpe. Belle Whitesell.
Billy
Gregory, Don Jackson, Charles
Ray Brown. Alger Wade, Ted
Goodwin. Bobby Crocker
and
Jerry.
T h e Monday night club was e n tertained by Mrs. R B. Jones at
her home on Terry Road. T w o
visitors, Mrs. R. V . Putnam, J r ,
and Mrs. Paul Boyd, were present
High score prize was won b y MrsJohn Daniels. Delicious cherry pie
was served to the group.
Mrs. George Moore entertained
members of her Thursday night
bridge club and four visitors, Mrs.
Frank Brady. Mrs. Robert G r a ham. Mrs. Bin Seath and MrsRoger Mulford. at her home in
Highlands. Miss Adolphus Latta
held high score at bridge and Mrs.
Brady won guest high. Delicious
refreshments were served at the
end of the games.
BiU Browning, son of Mr. and
Mrs- W T. Browning, entertained
some of his friends with a weiner
roast on October 11. his birthday,
at his home on Eddings Street
Those present included: T o m m y
Nan. Joe Pigue, Bobby Tripp, B o b by Cukingham, Kenneth Koon,
Bobby Holland, Billy Holland.
Wade Askew, Jack Thorpe. Ralph
Puckett Sonny Looney and Bill-

100 Years Ago This Week
An
I 6art
tuck,. »

>1 review of the Civil War day by day la' Ken-

r r v l e a H by
H th« Kentucky C i v s W a r " m i h a l i i i
By J O *

One hundred years ago this
week, an officer of M a j Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest's Confederate cavalry corps addressed a letter to Mai Gen Stephen G. Burbridge. the Union Army's military
governor
of
Kentucky,
threatening six-fne-one reprisals
if Burbridge thereafter retaliated
for guerrilla outrages b y ordering
the killing of Confederate soldiers
w h o were prisoners of war.
Capt W H Harrison dated the
letter "Headquarters Confederate
States Army, Department of K e n tucky," but did not state the g e o graphical location It could have
been F t Hehnan, an the Tennessee River in southern Caltoway
County, which Feared held at
that time "I have tfaanl with pain
and regret" he wrote, "that y o u
have thought proper to have t w o
Confederate soldiers s h o t f o r d e predations committed b y bands of

InSMN

The expansion of Kentucky industry means jobs f o r Kentuckians: n e w dollars and increased
p u r c h a s n g power in our communities: and a greater demand
for even more goods and services,
which in turn creates other new
jobsKentucky is doing well in its
efforts at industrial expansion.
From January 1 through June of
this year there were 111 announcements of new
manufacturing
plants and expansion of existing
plants in Kentucky. When all of
these new facilities are in operation it win mean more than 8.600
n e w jobs in manufacturing. The
cost of these new plants and e x pansions is pegged at more than
S4I.86S.000.

In recent months I have visited
Detroit Chicago and N e w York to
talk to top bankers and industry
leaders about Kentucky's advantages. The Department of Commerce has opened offices in Chicago and New Y o r k to make personal contact in those areas with
likely industrial p r o j e c t s .

Thus f a r this year, the number
of jobs created, or to b e created,
is wen above the total listed for
an of last year. And the ranks of
the employed n o w are higher than
in many previous years.
For example, in March, the latest month for which figures are
available,
185,293 Kentuckians
were working in manufacturing
jobs covered by unemployment
insurance. This is 26,862 more
than in March of last year.
This is a fine record. It proves
that Kentucky is emerging as one
of the fastest-growing industrial
states in the nation.
Our rate of growth reflects the
interest many Kentucky c o m munities and their leaders take in
bringing in new manufacturing
plants and providing the cooperation needed to assure continued
growth of plants already in operation. These communities are fully
awake to the fact that this rate
of growth can continue to increase
and that new industrial income
dollars mean economic improvement all around, not just for p e o ple in n e w jobs.
Because I believe that Kentucky's future is closely tied to
continued industrial expansion, I
am putting great emphasis on a
program to attract new industry
and to see that Kentucky provides an improved governmental
and business climate in which
both n e w industry and existing
industry can grow and prosper.
The services of my office are
open to any businessman considering Kentucky as a location
f o r a n e w industrial facility. As

The State, through the Economic
Development Commission, recently obtained the services of a nationally-known
plant
location
firm to m a t c h u p the requirements
of industry with appropriate sites
in Kentucky.
Various studies of Kentucky resources, communities and potential industrial sites w i n be used by
the plant location company in selecting and recommending areas
suitable f o r a specific type at industrial growth.
These are some of the things
the State is doing to increase the
tempo of industrial development.
Beyond that and equally as important Kentucky n o w has an impressive list of communities ready
and organized f o r such developm e n t Many have set aside choice
sites for industry; built plants
through issuance of bonds, and
a goodly number have nonprofit
industrial foundations which help
finance construction of n e w industrial facilites.
Working together. State G o v ernment and our alert communities can reach the goal of 75,000
new jobs in f o u r years and can
build a better w a y of life for Kentuckians through
industrial development

S. P. MOORE & CO.
•an

- Arr^itrong

Linoleum,

—Vinyl and Tile.
—Downs Carpeting
,
—Upholstering, Modern *
Antfaiae

JAMES

HAZELWOOD

NO HIDDEN "EXTRAS"
when you finance your

TRUCK
or

AUTO
THROUGH

I

guerrillas—who prowl
through
the state, depredating alike upon
friend or f o e . . . If Confederate
soldiers are hereafter shot f o r
acta of guerrillas and thieves, r e taliation wUl b e visited six-fold
upon any Fedtral soldiers w h o
may b e taken prisoners by this
command . . . I indulge the hope
that it Win not be necessary f o r
this command to adopt the retaliatory measures your cruelty
and inhumanity suggesta"

Burbridge was widely unpopular, i I M I among the Union men
of Kentucky, and there must have
been a great deal of disappointment that he was not on a I
tucky Central train that was
tured nine miles north of L
1 exington during the same wfcek b y
men w h o said they acted on a Up
that he would b e on board. S o m e
said tHa band of thirty men was
a guerrilla outfit; other* said It

YC JR

• With a PCA loan your payments are timed to
fit your farm income . . . and you caa take
up to 36 months to payi
a Equally important i» the few corf of a PCA
i i S S " l r a c k Loan- There are «<>•«• any
hKklen txtnu, no creeping costs! Interest
u charged only on the outstanding balance of
your loan.
•
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AUSTIN SPRINGS

By Mrs. Carey Friaids
• WINGO NEWS
By Mrs. Claude Fields

D U K E D O M RT. 2
Mrs. O. F. Taylor •
The farmers are glad to see the
sun shine, so they can harvest
their beans. Some corn is also being gathered. ~
Mr. and Mrs. Dal Gilliam and
Mrs. Ora McGuire visited near
Lone Oak Wednesday of last
week, guests of Mr. Gilliam's sister and niece.
Mr. and Mrs. Butch McClain
called on Mr. and Mrs. Jack Williams Saturday night for a while.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor visited Mrs.
T. L- Peery, of Adamsville, Tenn.,
a while Thursday. Mrs. Peery is at
the home of her son. Clifford
Peery, in Fulton at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winstead and
grandson, of Akron, Ohio, left for
their home Wednesday, after a
short visit here with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Moore
and family wece Sunday dinner
guests of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. T- J. Moore.
Bro. and Mrs. Norman Crittenden and daughters ate supper with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Dal Gilliam were
guests of the A. A. McGuires
Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House and
Mr. and. Mrs. Harry Yates visited
Mr. and Mrs. Jack-Williams Sunday.
Mesdames Hallle Hainline and
Margaruite Stephens called on the
Tremon Rickmans recently.
Miss Maggie Yates returned to
her home Sunday, after visiting
relatives in Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
and Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor
were guests of Aunt Mary Hendrick, of Murray, Sunday afternoon. She celebrated her 90th
birthday. She is as jolly and as
pert as a sixteen-year-old. She
is able to be up most of the time
and walks in the yard when the
sun shines.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
called on Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
House Sunday afternoon.
Miss Marie Moore of Crutchfield visited her sister, Mrs. Ollie
J. Yates, and Mr. Yates over the
week end.
Don't forget to vote!

PU^-lto*

MARTIN
SEHOUR

PAINTS

EXCHANGE
F U R N I T U R E CO.
Commercial AT* - Phone 35

A great big hello to everyone.
Now that vacation timle is over, it's
timle to get to work.
I'd like to thank those who
have told me how much they
missed my writings in the paper.
I'll give you a few names that
called on your writer and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Claud Fields,
this summer. Then you will see
why I have not been writing.
Our children, Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Coplen, daughter Treas and son
Craig of Warren, Michigan. Our
grandchildren spent the summer
with us, which we enjoyed very
much.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bell
and baby of Warren, Mich.; Alden
Adams of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs.
Toipmie Henley and Mr. and Mrs.
Smith of Houston, Texas; Malcolm
Henley of Tyler, Texas; Richard
Lawrence of California; Mr. and
Mrs. Lowery Petters of Key West,
Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rosenbauer and daughters, Lynda and
Carol, of New Holstein, Wise.;
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lada and
daughters,
Lynda and
Vearl
Louise, of Detroit; Mrs. Eva Copfen and son Jaimes of Paducah;
Mrs. Walter Sweat, three children
and two grandchildren of Paducah,
and my father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Coleman of Center Line, Michigan. My parents
want to thank those who came to
visit them while at our homle.
Mrs. Herman Walls hasn't been
too well the last two weeks. She
has had an awful cold and is having trouble with her stomach. We
wish her a speedy recovery.
Huie Starks was dismissed from
ttie hospital over the week end.
We also wish him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Ffelds called
on Mr. and Mrs. Noble Jones Sunday afternoon, also Mr. and Mrs.
Delmerse Coplen and Mrs. Coplen's sister, Irene, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Emerson and daughter,
Lee Ann. Then we called on Mr.
and Mrs. He'rshel Hicks to see
their new home. Anyone who
wouldn't be happy in a home like
that would be touched in the head.
It's really beautiful.
Claud and Noble Fields are putting a new roof on Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Moon's home in Fulton
this week.
Gid Barnes of Mayfield is not
so well at this writing. We wish
him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Raines of
Mayfield spent the night a couple
of weeks ago with Mr. and Mrs.
Claud Fields.
Well, folks, you have heard the
saying, these shoes are killing me.
Well, my hand is killing me, so I
hope to be with you again soon.
If you have any news, please call
me at 376-2602.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dowdy
and Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Fields,
all of Wingo, are building new
basement homes.

62 PCT. OF DOCTORS
EARN OVER 115,000
Washington — Doctors, 62 per
cent of whom earn over $15,000
a year, have the highest income
among self-employed men ln the
United States, the Census Bureau
says. Next are lawyers and dentists, 35 percent of whom top $15,000.

Don't forget to vote!

NOTICE
1964 \ TAXES _
Now Payable 2% Discount If Paid
In October 1% Discount If Paid In
November or December. Regular
Rates In January.

First Kentucky

DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs. HWaian Westbroek
A crowd of about 140 attended
the dedication of a Civil War
monument and plaque at Dukedom last Monday at 4 p. m. Guest
of honor was Lee Merriwether,
102-year-old, who was personally
acquainted thte General Forrest, in
whose memory the plaque was
erected.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hall and
Mrs. Waymon Hall visited in
Memphis last Sunday with Waymon, who is taking a rest cure at
the T. B. Sanatorium. They found
him doing just fine.
Buddy Sherron is home this
week end from his- work in Gardner, Illinois. His mother, Mrs.
Katherine Sherron, will return
with him for a visit.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. O. M. Bethel last Sunday
were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bethel
from Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Bell. Mrs. Bethel is improved
since returning from the hospital.
Mrs. Garrett Bailey went to
Memphis Friday to take Meade
Rushing for a check-up. His condition was about the same and he
will return in a month for further
treatment.
Mrs. Arlie Marr also went for a
visit with her husband, who is in
the T. B. Sanitorium. He is im-1
proving, having gained about 16
pounds.
Verble Puckett, former resident
of Dukedom, died of a heart attack at Fulton Friday. Funeral
and burial were there. He was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Puckett and operate4 the switchboard
at Dukedom for several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon McGuire
and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
went to help Mrs. Mary Hendrick
celebrate her 90th birthday Sunday at the McKeal Rest Home in
Murray. She had received over
forty cards, many gifts and a bouquet of red roses. She is the sister
of Mrs. Almon McGuire and has
visited in this community.
Good Springs Missionary Auxiliary met at the church on Wednesday, with Mrs. T. L. Ainley in
charge of the program. As is customary, the emphasis in October
is stewardship. Those assisting in
presenting this program were Mrs,
Lucille Brown, Mrs.
Hillman
Westbrook, Mrs. Loyd Watkins
and Mrs. Durell McCall. Others
present were Mrs. Garrott Bailey,
Mrs. A. C. Bell and Rev. and Mrs.
Dale Shelton.
L T. Huffman of West Plains,
Mo., spent Thursday night with
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberts.
Some years ago Mr.. and Mrs.
Huffman were members of the
community. She passed away last
December 23.
The Christian Fellowship Class
of Good Springs will have a potluck supper at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Donald Hastings Satur-

Funds

day night at 7 p. m. All members
and friends are invited.
Hillman Westbrook attended
Hopewell Presbytery at Milan last
Tuesday as a delegate from Good
Springs. He was occompanied by
Mrs. Westbrook and Mr. and Mrs.
Almon McGuire.
Alin Barber, who fell and injured his back about six weeks
ago, is very slowly improving at
his home.
Bro. Ray Jackson of Fulton
preached for the Pleasant View
congregation last Sunday. They
plan to have a visiting minister in
the pulpit each Sunday until a
pastor is called. Former pastor,
Bro. Paul Merwin, and family
moved to Paris on Saturday.
Dana Elliott had her cousin,
Vicki Thorpe, from Fulton as a
week "end visitor.
Mrs. Travis Dacus will enter
Fulton Hospital Tuesday for surgery.
Delegates from Pleasant View to
the Association at Greenfield on
Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs. John
R. Melton and Mrs. Jeter Bowlin.
George Elliott has been suffering with a boil on the back of his
neck and has been having treatments at Fulton Hospital.
Rev. Robert Cantrell, pastor of
Dukedom Methodist Church, conducted the second Sunday night
service, when the layman assigned
was not able to attend. Almon
McGuire was the lay speaker at
Walnut Grove on Sunday morning.'
Good Springs invites everyone
to worship with them at any of
the services.

Sought

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing Happy Birthday to the
following friends:
October 16: Jennie Lou Hardy,
Ellis Heathcott, Harold Hopkins,
Charles Johns, Mrs. Charles McMorries, Jerry Wolfe; October 17:
John Bowers; October 18: Polly
Adams, Gary Faulkner; October
19: Robert A. Batts, Marilyn Kay
Lawson, Clifford Warren;

CAYCE NEWS
(Last Week)

Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson sper
several days last week with M
and Mrs. Jack LeVine in Urban;
HI.
A large crowd of Cayce friend
and relatives were at White an
Ran$pn Funeral Home in Unio
City Saturday and Sunday to pa
their respects to the family t
Wilson Rice in the death of wif
and mother. Kate was loved by a
who knew her and will be misse
by family and friends. The fur
eral was held in White and Rai
son Funeral Home, with burial i
Liberty Cemetery Monday.
Mrs. Frankie Stubbs, of Okl;
homa City, is visiting Mrs. Clar
Carr and Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Bor.
durant.
Mrs. Pattie Mae Burnette sper
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Daisi
Bondurant.
A large crowd from here W2
in Fulton Saturday to enjoy set
ing the parade of the Banana Fef
tival.
We are glad Mrs. Frankie Mt
Clellan is improving nicely, fo'
lowing surgery Friday in Obio
County Hospital.
Misses Dinna and Donna Bra'
shaw of Ridgely, Tenn., visite
with their aunt, Mrs. Daisie Bon
durant and Clarice Monday morr
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearc
and family of Evansville, Ind
spent the week end with Mr
Mayme Scearce and attended th
Banana Festival.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith ar
family, of Memphis, spent th
week end with Mi-, and Mr.
Everett Smith.
Bobby Tibbs, son of Mr. an
Mrs. Earl Tibbs, who has bee
working for Dixie Mart in Menphis for five and a half month
has been promoted to assistan
manager of the shoe departmen

Over at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Bynum Sunday they
were hosts to the birthday of their
parents. Rev. and Mrs. T. T. Harris, both of whose birthdays come
this month. At noon a bountiful
repast was enjoyed by the guests
of honor, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Ma- ORDER CARES FOR GRAVES
this and daughters, Sammie Jean,
Oklahoma City — The Brother
Liz and Becky Lynn, Mr. and of St. Joseph, an order founde
Mrs. J. W. Bynum and Grant By- in 1960, is believed to be the on]
num and daughter, Margarett
religious community in this cour
try dedicated to the care of Rc
Don't forget to vote!
man Catholic cemeteries.

October 20: Tony Beck, Ruth
Milan; October 21:
Kenneth
Crews; October 22: Mrs. Hulon
Allen, Danny Fields, Jimmie Gilbert, Jean Neeley, Daisy Noonan,
Jimmy Turbeville.

BUSINESS WAS BAD
Rome, Italy — Safe crackers
broke into an auto sales company's
office here and toiled for at least
two hours to finally open the
company's strongbox. All they
found in it was 20 lire—a little
over three cents.

86 PCT. KEEPING FIT
Washington — More than 86
percent of American youngsters
in grades 4 to 12 took part in
physical-fitness
programs
last
year. Since 1961 there has been a
51 percent increase in the number
participating.

Discover how
a bourbon can be
nmilCKT STRAIGHT BOUIMN 90 PROOF S 100 PROOF BOTTLED IK
BOND. YELLOWSTONE DISIIIIIRI CO . LOUISVILLE OWiNSBOBO. 11.

LET US PLAN YOUR PARTY
We can plan any kind of meal for luncheons, dinners, banquets or business meetings. Now is the time to make
reservations for your gala Christmas party. WE have three private dining rooms. Just call 611 from 6 A. M. to
9 P. M.

Broadway

PARK TERRACE RESTAURANT
C P

South Fulton

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO THE

FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF OUR GIFTSHOP
October 16, 17, 18
Yon are cordially Invited to attend open house and browse through our shop to see the beautiful line of girts for
every member of the family, flowers, Jewelry, and decorative accessories or the home. We sift wrap.

REGISTER FOR $150 IN GIFTS

New and Uaed Shotguns.
Pistol*. Rifles
Leader Sporting Goods

$4.85

4/5 Qt

$1.55

1/2 Pint

FAMOUS SUNDAY BUFFETS, OCT. 18

There'll be favors far the ladles. Nothing to bay! Yon do not have to be present to win. Hours from 7 A. M.

111 LAKE ST.

90 Proof

The Park Terrace Restaurant will start serving buffet lunch from noon until two, and from six until eight, each
Sunday beginning October 18. We are now serving chicken, fish and country ham family style in addition to our a
la earte menu.
*

WE BUY.
SELL and TRADE

Penalty Begins March 1, 1964.
City of South Fulton

"Anti-Poverty"

MAKING HISTORY—"This is historic," Governor Edward T. Breathitt said as he
signed his approval to the first application from a Kentucky county for Federal
funds under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (the Anti-Poverty Bill). The
application for $210,993 was submitted by Leslie County with a proposal to provide
jobs for underprivileged students on various conservation, recreation, and general
public-interest projects in the county. Also signing are (from left) E. L. Ehresman, president of the Leslie County Development Association, and Leslie County
Judge George Wooten. Looking on are members of the Leslie County Development
Association.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Abernathy and son, Johnnie Lois, and
family arrived last Week from Los
Angeles on vacation here with all
their relatives. They are having a
nice visitMr. and Mrs. Ralph True and
their son, Danny True, and family
spent a week end here with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover True.
They left Sunday to return to
their home in St. Louis.
Get-well wishes are extended to
Mrs. Cleo Cherry, who Is a patient in Fuller-Morgan Hospital
under treatment and observation,
where she is reported to be very
sick. All her friends hope for the
young matron a very soon recovery.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem Baptist Church the past Sunday at both morning and evening
services. The evening service was
devoted to group singing, following the BTU service.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
daughter, Jacqueline, of Akron,
Ohio, spent the week end here and
attended the funeral and burial
of Mrs. Lassiter's uncle. They
were Sunday night guests of par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
and will return home Monday.
The Weakley County
Baptist
Association will convene Tuesday
of this week, meeting at Green
field Baptist Church one day, then
at Adams Chapel the next day.
The selected messengers from
New Salem Baptist Church are:
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman;
alternates, Mrs. Janus McClurei,
Mrs. T. T. Harris, Mrs. J. T.
Puckett and Raymond Cherry.

•

By Miss Clariae Bondurant

PARK TERRACE GIFT SHOP
Broadway

South Fulton

•1
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The derationae was i r a t t t by
Her Don Hancock of the
church The buxn>ess meeting I d lowed First Baptist O m n i at
I L c k s a s wee: tbe attendance banner
Special m o t wai presented by
M.bt CJea Heed and Mist Kaney
MOGE accompanied by M i a SheSs
Lowry. aE of Fuiton Fires Baptist
CharchDuring the fellowship j*-iod
delicious refreshments were served.

McKNIGHTS

HOME SHOP
Diamonds
Watch and Jewelry
Repair
507 Forresldale

Fire Chiefs
To Seek Help
In Gas Fires

DUCK'S 24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Phone 126 or 1678

DUCK'S DZ
106 W. Stale Line
Phone 126

SUNSET
DRIYE-Df
TftTATlT

*E>tir»« Martin and Urjoc City*
Thurx -Fr:
'jet 14-3C

Double Feature
start! at 7:15

NIRRR.KH NEW ADVENTURE
(Color)

AtA at » 05*

Yul Brynner - Shirley Anne Field
KINGS OF THE SUN .
(In Panavmon & Color)

Saturday

3 Features

Oct. 17

The aid of fire dsiefi &rwag&out Kenttacky hat beec enlisted is
a drive br the State Depa-teietrt
of Public S A t . i to «-'^rirarte 1i*
hazard of urrvected t o d improperly installed
beaten.
In a letter citing fee recesrt
•iesh of a L o u i s v O weple aad
their infant see. Fire Prevention
Director H L Foster wirAe- "1
am requesting each fire ctojef to
join with me in a eoocertod effort to provide icformatioc wtact
can go Jar tcnrard» reducing the
posribilrtiet for the occurrence of
such tragedies "
Forter urged the fire chiefs to
-equeft local radio, television, and
r.ewspaper support in alerting
citizens to these dangers He said
the primary precautions to be
taken are insifCng on approved
equipment installed by competent
beating contractors. He said heaters should be checked for proper
operation and chiir_ney» and vents
should be free from leaks and obstructions.

Starts at 7 15
Cliff Robertson - George Chalriris
I I I SQtADRON
'Color)
HORSESHOES L I C K Y
Westerrille, Ohio — Horseshoes
A i d at 8 05
were good luck for Frank D l m John Lupton in
per-.o when it came to earning
THE CLOWN AND THE KID
rr.oney for college tuition, board
Tr.er. at
and rooir. ar.d other expenses.
You.tg i y f c p e n . who majored
Ija -rer
Harvey in
j i psychology at Ottertiein ColT H l CEREMONY
ai.d .s going into social work
went V, classes in the morning
D-.-ble Feature and shoed horses in the afternoon.
V.". 1 1S
Staru i t 7:15 He l e i w . the art after his father, a phyncian, bought a farm in
E vis Prei>y u:
New Jertey.
KID OM.AHAD
(Color)
A i d at t M
Evi« Pr»rs:ev in
FOLLOW THAT DREAM

SUNSET CLOSED ON
TneidaTt and Wednesdays
i

FEWER UNDER TJ.**«

New York — SlighUy over 2 ^
;jeTcent of American families are
expected to have income under
15,000 in 1970, dowr. from 40 percent now and almost 60 percent
• a decade ago.

Piitnan

Feted h i

Shower

to the County
Agrienttural b t e n s t o n Service
at farmland are csti-

M l

Verba* PackeC.
of
who died soddenJ-r am October »Bay Jacksom and Bev B. & Sullivan officiated

dark Of uirlery

Sui >iiinc are bds parents. Mr.
aad M n Horace H- PucteB eg
Latham. T e n n : id* wife. M n
Betty WiiKSi PnckeC; two sons.
Bu&e± and Tboccat Lsdne PudteM
O c t t e 13 to H c r f e a k
three daughters. Mrt Sara Ann
M n Ada
Maxwd
Capeland and Margaret
of
of Chicago and Cathy Let- PtackeS H a l t widow at Jotepfc Hale,
CrtSctfieii
Mn.
Ha>
died
at
of Fulton.
her home on Bo-je L Fulton, October M. Enr. Joe C Gardner of
•
if
crffie£»V-i at the funeral
« i t Wedey Cesne-

Mr*. AJa Hale

rieUs

W. J.

W J. (Squire) Fields. *7. retired
Snrvirtng are two daughters.
farmer, died October 12 in the
Otaon County Hospital in Union M i » Ert*:> Haje of Crutchfield.
City, following an extended 21- and Mri Opal Queen of Union
City; two sens. YerBe Hale of ChiMr Fields, a prominent Fulton cago and Ecton Ha> of Detroit:
Couctian. wat a bie-locg resident 24 grandchildren and 13 great
grandchildren.
of tbe Ruth Creek community.
Funera! services were held October 14 in the Rush Creek Methodist Church, of which he was a
member, with Rev J. E. McMinn
officiating. Burial wa« in the
church cemetery, in charge of
Barrett Funeral Home of Hickman
Surviving are hi» wife, Mrs.
Don-lie Terrell Field*: a daughter.
Mrs W E Owera of Hickman:
six sons. Clyde Fields of Fulton.
Joe Fields of Michigan. Pies. Ernest Albert and James Fields of
Hickman. a nd a stepson. E B.
FerreE of Warren, Mich

Mrs. Stella Wills
M n Stella WILLX. a former resident of Fulton, died October 7 in
a Memphis c u r i n g heme, following an extended illne».
Mrs Wills, who was 73, was the
widow of Walter Wnis. She was
a sister-in-law of Tom Hales, and
aunt of Miss Mary Moss Hales
J. D- Hales and Miller Harpoie.
aU of Fulton.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Mrs Tsny PhilCart
r
A J
Miss ASaen LawMrs Dora Kibbler,
Lillie Jones.
South Ful»on; Fiances Copeland.
Belle Hnpirrm. Route I,
S t John.
X Fulton: L w y Anderson.
Mrs. fi. L Speight. L D. DHIIUOD,
Route J. Fulton; Mrs. Myrtle Orleans. Route 4. Fulton: Mi-Iba
McCarty. Water Valley: Mrs. Annie B Weaver, Mrs. Leonard
Dukes. Route 1. Water Valley;
Orrine Smith. Clinton: Mrs Fer
(Se Tarvtar. Route 2. Clinton: Mrs.
H. A Roper Hirkman; Mrs. W. T.
Dukedom; Bonnie AlexOutdafield: C. A Stephens,
Oaktoo; Gid Branriord,
Cayee; Path Carter. J. L Vaughn,
Route 4. Mayfield: Mrs- Sarah
Hyiand, Mayfield; Eugene Cunnmgham. Boole L Wingo; Mrs.
W, C Morrison. Route X. Martin;
Mrs. LaBto Young. Downey. Cali-

fssget to veto!

2S# M E D IN FTKE
Chicago — In the Great Chicago
Fire of October
1871, 250 people were killed and 2,100 acres
left in vnoidenng rains. Destroyed were 17,430 buildings, worth
S l « million.

Guests attending and sending
gifts were: Mrs- Edna Alexander,
Mrs. Jack. Allen. Mrs. Larry Beadle*. Mrs. Robert BeH Mrs. Boy
Crtace. Mrs. Dyer Counce, Mrs. J.
J. Cmce, Mrs. Buford Campbell,
Mrs- John E Cruce. Mrs.
Bill
Eddlaman, Mrs- Elizabeth Forehand, M n . James Freeman. M n .
Frank Gossum. M n Jones Gamblin. M n Bill Griffith, Miss Marian TTiffirv. Miss Marilyn Biggins, M n Lorry Henderson, Mrs.
Bob Harris, M n W. W. Jetton,
M n . A S Johnston, M n . Lamon
Kilzer, Miss Carolyn Lucy, Miss
Marilyn Mills. M n Floyd Martin,
M n James Mann, M n . Lei a McKinney, M n . James McMurray,
M n Montez Oliver, M n
Harry
Pittman, M n Robert Poisgrove,
M n Donald Ray, M n . Charles
Sisson, M n . Fred Sawyer,
Mn
Johnny
Stayton, Mrs
David
Travis, Mrs Pauline Thompson,
Miss June Vincent, Miss Betty
Wolfe M n . Chester Wade, Mrs.
Robert Ward.

mark cards, tallies and
playing cards
•Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and rnillrglass
•Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
•Picture frames
•Permanent flower arrangements <-•
•Fresh-cut flower arrangements
•Corsages and pillow
corsages
•Wedding flowers a specialty
•Artistic funeral arrangements

Dnt forget to vete!

Carr at Commercial

Scotl x Floral Skeppe
Phone 20

BIG

(Jvabo)

Cheeseburger

BAT'S SANDWICH SHOP

Counter Service

Let's See Now!

How Did You Like The Festival?
In spite of the fact that many people were involved in staging
the highly successful Banana Festival, only a few people actually
planned it. In order to be guided in planning next year's program,
your suggestions are needed.
Please take time to fill out this questionable!
Did you like the Festival's overall program? Give reasons.

famoss

to own—worth

... costs loss
when yoo trade

Did you think there was enough activity to interest everybody?
What would you suggest?

How did you like the parade? Give reasons.

Do you have any suggestions for improving the efficiency of the
Festival administration? Would you be good enough to give them.

-Awmimgs
-Carports
- Palio covers
- Sidewalk Covers - Special Desigas
— Combination dorm windowi
— Combination doors
Flexalum aluminum tiding
— Venetian blinds
FREE estimate*; no obllgatlonl

Ten Ar Ky No Indnslries
Union City, Tenn.

Phone 885-0721

l o w e s t w a s h d a y cost
of any washer because
Maytag lasts longer...
retains its high value
for years to came.
LARGER CAPACITY
Big porcelain-on-steel
tub has c o n e bottom.
GYRATATOR washes
faster, cleaner; with-

e » t w e a r on clothes.
WRINGER r e m o v e s
more moisture. Selfequolizing tension.
Swing to-arvd lock i n 8 0 different positions.

What do you think about another Festival?

UD r u b b e r - m o u n t e d
to tool in ke«t. Tub

drains quickly,

Please Mail Your Comments To

B1
325

AHD
yfalnoi

40c

FISH SANDWICH 35c
FRENCH FRIES 20c
LARGE (14 oz.) Fountain Drink 10c
BIG (Jumbo) HAMBURGER
35c
Curb Service

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
P.O. Box 307
Fnllon, Ky.
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Think Continentally, Is Theme Of Jeanie Hinion's Essay
Jeanie Hinton, third place winner in the Banana Festival'* essay
contest, used a quotation from
Alexander Hamilton to develop
her essay as to why it is important for us to have friends in
South America. Jeanie, a Junior
at Fulton High School is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Hinton, Highlands.
Here's her essay:
WHY IT IS IMPORTANT THAT
WE HAVE FRIENDS IN
SOUTH AMERICA

can form of government. Although the South American republics are still politically unstable, we should remember that
our own country was born in revolution and sympathize with any
country which seeks progress in
change.
Cooperation is often hindered
by national pride, but the people
are drawn together,by modern
communications and transportation and are united by education
and science. In a like manner
commerce has been a major contributing factor in the close linking of South America with the
United States. The United States
provide, on the average, over half
of the South American imports,
and these countries, in turn, supply us with most of our sugar,
coffee ,and mercury, and many
other food-stuffs and raw materials. We import more than sixty
million bunches of bananas alone
annually.

Alexander Hamilton once urged
Americans to think continentally,
it would be wise if we in the
twentieth century acted upon his
words.
..
In many aspects the two Americas are very different, but their
similarities In geography and history are quite apparent. Besides
sharing the Western Hemisphere,
all the American republics are
former colonies of a European
Trade is not the only economic
power ,and after winning inde- factor in the relations between the
pendence, each chose the republi- two Americas. The stake of United States' private enterprise in
South America is an investment
of 18,800,000,000, larger than that
in any other part of the world-

Paris For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Honest-to-Goodness

HEAT

TVintvi!

• Bx pertly Prepared • Washed
0 * « n • Laboratory Tested •
Burning • Easy to Fire
• fecrfecdy sized for furnace,
nokrt

CITY COAL CO.
Fulion

Phone 51

More important, South America
will increasingly play a larger
part in the battle between Communism and the free world. Targets are now just as inviting in the
Americas as in Africa, the Middle
East or Southeast Asia. Thte Soviet bloc spends $100,000,000 on
propaganda and party activity in
South America. Shouldn't our attention be turned closer home,
where communism has become
firmly established and is filtrating the countries to the South?
Exactly wheite is the crisis-Southeast Asia or here at home in our
own continent?

indifferent, ' and in many ways
they may be justified. We are Indifferent to teaching about South
America in our schools, and although we propose solutions to
the problems of South America,
few of our high representative
figures have traveled to these
countries or even shown little interest. This is not true in South
America. Almost every Central or
South American leader has been
to the United States, many have
studied here, most fluently speak
the English language.

The group discussed possible
projects for the following year.
No definite action on a project

100 PROOF

90 PROOF

MTUil M

HttU) r

M U M * MT1UIHI «MMff. I M W U I - O W P M O . OrTKrr

TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
An+ennas Installed

ROPER

TELEVISION
306 Main
Phone 307

We have a good and complete supply of

HOMES SPUR JOBS
WASHINGTON — Building a
$15,000 home creates 3,060 manhours of employment, a Labor Department survey indicates. Only
35 per cent of the work created
is on-site; the rest is in supporting industries.
SPICE BILL $32 MILLION

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
Mrs. Rob Fowlkes is shown here with Banana Festival Princess
Glisson, who presented the grand championship prize to her in the
Banana Bake-Off.
NAVY BUILDS SKYSCRAPER
GUARDAMAR, Spain — The
United States Navy's new fleet
communications radio here will
have a 1,280-foot antenna tower,
taller than the Eiffel Tower.

MOTHER'S BIG 'BOYMIAMI—The sperm whale, 8
to 10 feet long at birth, thrives on
mother's milk. A male can reach
a length of 60 feet—twice as long
as an adult cow.

including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.

M
Bm warn*.
East Stale Line

Phone 202 - 602

DIRECT FROM FACTORY

ai WHOLESALE

PRICES

DON'T WAIT TIL THE LEAVES BEGAN TO FALL
Be Here! 8 A. N. Thursday, Friday, or Saturday!

6 SIZES - BOTH LEFT & RIGHT HAND

$22.50

4 YEAR OLD 6 YEAR OLD
STRAIGHT
BOND

Phyllis Crocker
Secretary

PURCHASE ORDERS

ALUMINUM
STORM
DOORS

SILVER LABEL

was taken.

We are in the market to fill your

/

GOLD LABEL

Fulton High Chapter
FTA Hold First Meet

Program chairman, Andy Batts,
asked for suggestions for program topics. Some of the suggested topics were: different levels of
teaching, teaching
handicapped
children, and a discussion of
teachers' salaries in different
states.

m

GLENM0RE

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 15, 1964

The Fulton High chapter of the
FTA held its first meeting of the
year in the farm room September
23. At this meeting plans were
made for the coming year. President Sara Jane Poe informed the
group of the various committee
chairmen and their committee
members.

Much of this indifference is
due to ignorance. Americans are
inclined to believe that friendship
with South America is an "allgive, no-take" proposition. South
America does need the help of the
United States, but, if we are to
survive as a free nation, w e equally need the South Americans. W e
need their resources; we need
their friendship.
Americans need to give clear
evidence that we intend to be
good neighbors, for our future is
Inextricably
bound
up
with
theirs, there is no greater kindred
than the kindred of a common
fate.

NEW YOIK — The United States
is the leading spice importer and
New York City the world spice
center. During the five-year peroid, 1959-63, this country annually imported true spices valued at
The South American countries about $32 million.
need a friend who will help them
help themselves. Only when they
are strong economically, political| ly, and socially within their own
borders will they be able to resist
the communist subversion.
The Communists feed on such
feelings as anti-Americanism and
nationalism. They urge the Latin
Americans, with whom they have
nothing in common. They know
that without North American influence these countries are easier
prey for Communist infiltration.
We Americans must fight this
propaganda, for these are the
countries geographically
closest
to us, on which we are most dependent in times of crisis. In
World War II all but two South
American countries promptly allied themselves with the cause of
freedom, and later even these two
broke relations with the Axis
Powers.
In a military sense the oil,
bauxite and copper, and the naval
and air bases of South America
are indespensible to the defense
of all America.
The United States has a rich
heritage of friendship with South
America, but without understanding there can be no friendship.
Many South Americans today believe that North Americans are

TAKE YOUR PICK!

Page 3

STARTS
ENDS

27 STANDARD SIZES

TOP
QUALITY
FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE HERE TO MEASURE
YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS
BUY NOW AT THESE NEVER-BE
FORE-HEARD-OF PRCESW

BUY OF A LIFETIME

ALUMINUM
STORM
WINDOWS
$8.95

8:00 A. M., THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1964
4:00 P. M., SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1964

Vowell & Sons, Inc.
PHONE 587-2301

MARTIN, TENNESSEE

News From Oar
B o y s la The

S EBVIC£

JOHNNY W. PI L1-EN
BI.YTHEVI1.1.F.. Ark. —Airman
First Class Johnny W, Pullen, son
of Mr and Mrs. Gordon E Pullen
of Rt. 1. Clinton, Ky.. has been
presented the Strategic Air Command I SAC) Educational Achievement Award at Blytheville AFB,
Ark.
A;rman Pullen received the
award in recognition of his accomplishments in the D. S. Air
Force off-duty education program
while assigned to Blytheville.
The airman is an administrative
specialist in a unit of SAC which
keeps the nation's intercontinental
missiles and jet bombers on constant alert.
He is a graduate of South Fulton (Tenn.) High SchooL His
wile. Shirley, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Otis Madding of R t
4, Futlon, Ky.

Garden Department Members Learn
Of Fragrance, Romance Of Herbs

SEVENTH U. S ARMY, Ger
many—Pfc. Clentis D. Turnbow,
•on of M m Lola G. Turnbow,
Hickman, K y , and other member*
of the Seventh U. S. Army, pi
ticipated in Exercise F ALLEX 64,
an eight-day NATO directed and
controlled training exercise in
Germany, ending Sept. 2S.
The bi-annual exercise was designed to test and evaluate coordination procedures and command
communications within the North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organizatoo
(NATO) military structure in
Europe. Orders and communications between headquarters command posts and the dissemination
of information to lower bead
quarters were stressed to insure
maximum proficiency during the
training exercise.
Turnbow is a clerk in the 517th
Medical Company near
Bad
Kreuznach, Germany. He enter
ed the Army in July 1962 and arrived overseas on this tour of duty
in November 1963.
The 20-year-old soldier at
tended
Fulton
County
High
School

The first meeting of the year of
the H o n * and Garden Department
of tbe Woman's Club was .held
in the club home on Friday, October >, with a covered dish
luncheon at 12:30 noon.

Mrs. Smith Atkins was the
leader for the program on "Romance, Fragrance and Flavor of
Herb Cookery." She gave the history of tbe word "herb."

The accent was on the use of
h ^ a T ^ S
Lunch
was served from card tables, centered with vases containing parsley; mint, chivies, tarragon and
dill. Recipes for the food accompanied each dish and were copied
by all who cared to do so. Those
present answered the roll call
with an herb grown in local gardens-

Mre
P01*0* o n d i r t " " e n t hert>s
«
Allen,
Jerry,
Mrs. Harry Allison, Mrs. Warren
Graham, Mrs. Sterling Bennett,
Mrs. S. M. DeMyer, Mrs. F. D.
Phillips, Mrs. Hunter Whitesel!
and Mrs. J. O Lewis. Mrs. H. H.
Murphy discussed the growing of
herbs in the garden.

Mrs. J. O. Lewis, chairman, welcomed one new member, Mrs. C.
W. Whitnel,- and three visitors,
Mrs- Lena Hutcheraon, Mrs. J. IT.
Patterson and Mrs. Ruth Scott.
Mrs. Lewis commended various
members for their work in the
Banana Festival and for their
united front in opposing the destruction of trees in the local
cemetery. She also called attention to the fact that the Home and
Garden Department will be host
for the general meeting on November 6. in addition to the department meeting on November

Mrs. Atkins was assisted in re-

Hostesses for the meeting were
Mrs. Claude Shelby, Mrs. Nannie
Austin, Mrs. Sterling Bennett,
Mrs. C. W. Francis, Mrs. Hoyt
Moore, Miss Mary Martin and Mrs.
Van Latta.

•

H U N D R E D S O F USES

IN poors a OUTDOORS

A. C. Bulls & SOBS

Phone Zto

E. S U t e L i n e

10 BIG DAYS
YOUR ADVANCE
SHOPPING UST
AVAILABLE

, University Of Kentucky And Five
Sta^e Colleges Set Higher Fees

W E HAVE Xnt GENUINE
CUALITT

Builder's Supply, Inc.
5*1 Walnut

Phones 96, 99

WIKCOW
M VERIALS
HOLD IN H U T «Iir ourcotp
< ...... .. , W, I - , .. V, H

• A^^jr

•

L - r - FLEX 0 GLASS
GLASS 0 NET
3 ^ W Y R O GLASS
• ^ S C R E E N GLASS

Tronsporenl
Plastic

STORM
WINDOW

•^S^FlexO-PAME

A H U D D L E S T O N CO.
Main Street

7op Quality

SHUT •
NTN

SCREEN-GLASS

FLEXOPANE I
Fullon Hdwe. & Furn. Co.
208 Lake St.

Phone 1

LOANS BRING W A T E R
Washington — During the past
3 1-2 years nearly 132,000 resiII IM*
"OI.I»I»# •
I dents in 322 communities in 32
'«<« • •
*
states have been assured of water systems through the United
States Department of Agriculture's
Fulton
Farmers Home
Administration
construction loans.

KIT

J*—\

M l?r

PIAIUC

to

Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35

W I N D O W MATERIALS

FLEXOGLASS
GLASSONET
WYR-OGLASS

offered in the full range of colors
and models that are now available in standard phones, plus a
new smaller wall set especially
designed for Touch-Tone service.
With every few exceptions,
Touch-Tone service can be provided to both residential and business customers within the Fulton
exchange. The few exceptions are
four and eight-party telephones,
and certain business telephone
services. In these cases, TouchTone service cannot operate with
the particular equipment involved.

The five colleges are Western
Kentucky State. Bowling Green;
Eastern Kentucky State. Richmond; Murray State. Murray;
Morehead State. More head; and
Kentucky State. Frankfort.
Largest increase planned. Gilbert said, will be for non-resident
fees. At U. K , the non-resident
fee will be increased by $100 for
each of the two years. At the five
colleges, it will be $100 more the
first year and an additional $50
more the second year. Kentucky
residents will pay $30 more each
year at U. K. and $25 more each
year at the five colleges.
Under the new fee schedule, by
September 1, 1966, Kentucky residents will pay $140 per semester
at the U. of K„ and $100 per semester at the five State-supported
colleges. Non-residents will pay
by then $360 per semester at the

^WALKERi
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
a CUT, TACK. S E W o. SEAL
a HUNDREDS O F USES
INDOORS A OUTDOORS
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PULL
86 PROOF

CONVENIENT WAY TO C H E C K
ALL YOUR NEEDS

AVOID WAITING
YOUR O R D E R IN F I R S T —
AHEAD OF THE CROWDS
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EVANS DRUG STORE
LAKE STREET FULTON

$2.60
Pint

Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER ( SONS INC.. PEORIA. ILLINOIS
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BEEF LIVER

Irea.l

lecda
nanca
Phonl

Lb. 29c

a. m l
Corp.)
ducaH

FOOD STORES >

Sliced

PORK LIVER
Lb. 25c

6A\
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

FRYERS

FRESH
DRESSED

PORK CHOPS
CENTER

CUTS

Lb. 69c

WHOLE
LB.

25c

GOLDEN

Fait-

PORK CHOPS
RIB END CUT

Lb. 49c

BRAND

SLICED BACON

Enjoy a true bourbon of fine quality
at a welcome price

to Make Your Home
W i n t e r - T i g h t , Draft-Free

STOCKS

teedd

PREM

Lb. 59c

TIME

COMPLETE

Tender

SWIFT
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FROM

Chuck Roasts 39c

Phone 26

$4.15
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WESTERN AUTO
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USS INTREPID—Randall M.
Jeffress. fireman apprentice, USN,
son of Mr and Mrs. M. P. Jeffress
of Route 1, Crutchfleld, Ky., is
serving aboard the anti-submarine warfare support aircraft carder USS Intrepid, which recently
received the Navy's Battle Efficiency "E".
13.
In competing for the " E " all
Mrs. Warren Graham, program
naval ships of various classes must
chairman, gave a brief outline of
demonstrate proficiency in such
the program for the coming year.
areas as gunnery, engineering and
damage control, air defense, and
dial aa the BeU
TRADE PACT SIGNED
anti-submarine warfare.
which will be offered in Faltoo. Tests have A a w a (hst it Is
AN TEMPLE TABLE
Intrepid
serves
periodically
tirnal dial. It is expected to he available throughout
Macao — On a stone table in
with the Sixth Fleet in the Medi- a call with Tooeh-Tsar service than to tarn a «
the inner court of Macao's Temterranean and participates in ex- the BeU System by the mid 1979 s.
ple of Kun-Yam, built in honor of
ercises to improve her combat
th goddess of mercy, the first
readiness and efficiency.
SOUTHERN BELL—
trade agreement between China
(Continued From rage O k )
and the United States was signed
THE HARD S O X
j
in
1844. Around the outer court—
Most salesmen get into Heaven. from an electronic oven to
, among the 18 marble statues of
dictating machine," Mathis exIn spite of how they rate —
lesser gods—stands a stone likeplained. "Its most immediate adBefore St. Peter spots them,
' ness of explorer Marco Polo,
vantage win be that it will be
A foot's inside the Gate.
whom the Chinese considered a
much easier, more convenient and
Higher entrance fees for the University and $225 per semester
foreign deity.
faster
to
use
the
buttons
than
to
WE HAVE THE GENUINE
University of Kentucky and the
the colleges.
use the present rotary dial."
QUALITY
five State-supported colleges wiU
QUEEN ELIZABETH I
On Touch-Tone telephones, ten
K 4 W GET
PROBABLY FORKLESS
buttons replace tbe customary ro- be effective in two phases beginFREE LEGAL AID
LONDON—Most historians betary dial. They are arranged in ning September 1. 1965.
r
mouhm h u t - mir oui cots three rows of three buttons each,
WASHINGTON —The National lieve Queen Elizabeth I did not
Ted C. Gilbert, executive secrewith the "operator" button cenLegal Aid and Defender Associa- eat with a fork. Wealthy Venetians used table forks as far back
tered beneath. Each button carries tary of the Kentucky Council on
DFLEX-O-GIASS both number and letter designa- Public Higher Education, said the tion's members handled 550,000 as the 11th Century, and Charles
civil and criminal cases for poor V of France did in the 14th CenCouncil
at
its
last
meeting
here
S O N E T tions identical to those on the conventional dial. As tbe user pres- voted the fee increase after a persons last year. Operating costs tury, but table forks did not be-WYR-OGLASS ses the numbered buttons, a pleas- survey revealed fees in Kentucky of almost $7 million were paid come fashionable in Great Bribelow the average found tn that from community united funds or tain until quite a few years after
ant tone is heard.
Elizabeth's death in 1603.
taxes.
Touch-Tone telephones will be study.
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Jim Vaden Named To Job He Knows Three County
Best...Milk Producers' Publicity Students Pledge
UK Fraternities

Likeable and efficient Jim Vaden, whode efforts in connection
with the Banana Festival
contributed largely to Its success, has
been name publicity director for
the Paducah Graded Milk Producers Association. T h e announcement waa made by Vernon Flers,
secretary-treasurer of the group.
Vaden is no stranger to the
milk producing field. He served
in many public relations capacities with the Pure Milk Company
here, and w i t h the promotion of
national, State, and district dairy
events. It was through the efforts
of Jim V a d e n and the Pure Milk
Company that the national Dairy
Princess has attended the Banana
Festival f o r two years.
Vaden, 30, is a native of Hickman County. He was graduated in
1952 f r o m Fulgham High School.
, Vaden served eight years in the
United States Air Force, including
tours in Saudi Arabia and Korea.

He is a member of the American
Legion.
He attended Bethel College,
McKenzjft Tenn.
Vaden served as chairman of
the First District June Dairy
Month Committee the past two
years and as chairman of the
Dairy Princess program the past
three years.
While attending high school, he
worked on the J. T. Roberts dairy
farm on Clinton Rt. 1.
Vaden is married to the former
Miss Carolyn Bizzle of Hickman
County. They h a v e two children,
A m y Lynne, 8, and Jonna Dell,
eight months.

The Vadens plan to m o v e to Paducah in a f e w months.

Young Folks
Show Talent
In PPK Event

Kearby, Lambda Chi Alpha.
Williamson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. R. Williamson,-Route
4, Fulton. He
graduated from
Fulton City High School.
Weaks Is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mac Weaju, 204 Frankie
Lane, Fulton. H e graduated from
South Fulton High School.
Three Fulton County students
The 1964 Punt, Pass and Kick
Kearby is the son of Mr. and
have pledged to University of
VardenMrs. L e e R. Kearby, Route 4, contest, sponsored b y
Kentucky fraternities.
Goulder Motor Company, was held
Hickman.
T h e naming of the 194 upperlast Sunday afternoon in the City
classmen climaxed three weeks of
Park. Three prizes were awarded
intensive rush activities. Fresh- THAI CORN FARMS
in each of six age divisions.
men were not allowed to partici- T I N T BUT NUMEROUS
pate in this rush period. A sepaB A N G K O K , Thailand —
AlWinners were:
rate series of parties f o r fresh- though Thai farms are small, avemen has now begun which will raging only about 10 acres, and an
13 ytear olds - 1st, Johnny Wilend during spring semester when individual farmer may have only son; 2nd, Alan Cardwell; 3rd,
pledge cards are signed.
20 to 30 bushels of corn f o r sale, Doug Taylor.
T h e new pledges and their Thailand in the past decade has
12 year olds - 1st, G r a y Robertchosen fraternities are Thomas become the world's fifth-largest son; 2nd, Johnny McGuire; 3rd,
Lynn
Williamson, Lambda Chi corn exporter. She competes vig- Gary Mcintosh.
Alpha; Jerry Mac
Weaks, Phi orously with theUnited States f o r
Delta Theta; and James K i m b r o the Japanese market.
11" year olds - 1st, Steve Erick-

ANTIFREEZE

Gal. $1.39
BUNNY BREAD
2 16 oz. LOAVES

HECK

RLY

>RE
LTON

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED:
SPINET P I A N O B A R G A I N —
Responsible party to take over
l o w monthly payments on a spinet
piano. Can b e seen locally. Write
Credit Manager, P. O. Box 215,
Shelbyville, Indiana.
FOR R E N T : i .oor sanding machine and electric floor polishe*
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.
TV ANTENNAS: W e install —
Trade-repair an ' m o v e . Get our
prices. W e service all makes TV.
Phone 307. R c p e r Television.
M A L E HELP: A t once. ElectroUX, world's largest selling cleaner
seeds representative In Fulton
Irea. No experience or investment
teeded. Part or full time. W e finance our accounts
ourselves.
P h o n e or c o m e in b e f o r e 10:00
a. m , 443-6460. Write Electrolux
Corp., 211 South 6th Street, Paducah, K y .

Dewey Johnson
AH types of Insnraaee

6AVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

everything"

<** ULk, R .

Tubby

COCONUT 14 oz. pkg.

Assorted Colors

NAPKINS 200 Count _

Sunset Gold

RISCUITS

'

49c SOAP 10 Large Bars
Assorted Colors

20 Rolls

$1.00

4 Lb. Pkg

$1.00

All Sweet

SUGAR
Lady Cream

10 Lb. Bag
With $5.00 Purchase
Red Bird

Miss Liberty

PORK & BEANS 15oz. Can 10c ROLLS

Ideal

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Company

W E RENT

Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaner*
Floor polisher*
FURN.

Breast

lb. 29c

79c HENS

lb. 33c

Each

79c

Gasper's

CHILI

Treasure

12 Cans $1.00 OYSTERS 3 - 8 oz. Cans _ $1.00
Kelly's

5 Lb Cans

$1.00 CHILI 4 -16 oz. Cans . . . $1.00
Maine

Star Kist

TUNA 3-8 oz. Cans
Bright Star

FLOUR

$1.00 SARDINES

25 Lb. Bag

10 Flat Cans $1.00

Fancy Argo

$1.69 LIMAS

25c
69c

Libby's Large

Plymouth

6 • 16 oz. Cans __ $1.00

COFFEE

CHILI WITH BEANS
4 16 oz. Cans $1.00

Lb. Bag

Peanut

Northern

$1.29 BUTTER

Blue Plate

Blue Plate

Blue Plate

CHERRY Pres

99c

TOMATO JUICE 4-46oz.for $1. RAISINS 2 Lb. Bag

59c

Pride of Illinois

Cans

HUNTS

FISHSTICKS
5 Lb. Box 99c

39c

GRAPE JELLY 3 18 oz. Jars $1. APPLE JELLY 418 oz. __ 1.00

PEANUT BUTTER
3 Lb. Jar 99c

Ajax

59c DETERGENT Giant Size „ 79c

FROZEN

Blue Plate

Blue Plate

Seedless

PEACHES
4 • 29 oz. Cans $1.00
NOTEBOOK

39c BL. Berry Jelly 18 oz.

FRENCH FRIES 3 2 Lb. Bags

Only

$1. FILLER PAPER 93c

ANGEL FOOD Cakes Ea. 39c
Fresh Home Grown

TURNIPS Lb.
GOLDEN RIPE

BRIGHT STAR

U. S. RED

Flour 25 lb. bag $1.69

400 Sheets

Bunny

HUNTS

Fruit Cocktail 5 for $1.

$1.00

3 Lb. Jar

BEANS 10 Lb. Bag

CHERRIES
6 for $1.00

Blue Plate

PKG.
Milford Fancy

Old Fashion

MICH MAID PIE

49c

LB.

73c CORN 6 Lb. Cans

29c KIDNEYBEANS 14 oz. Can 10c CHOC DROPS 2 Lb. Bag

BIG CHIEF

Hospital beds

Phone 103

2 Lb. Box

10c

BL. Berry Pres. 18 oz. Jar 39c STRAWBERRY PRES. 18 oz. 39c

i*

EXCHANGE

WADE

One Can FREE with one both

KELLY'S

•ad

Furniture

Valley Brook

LIGHTER FLUID

BEST

bur

^

12 per pkg

PORK & BEANS 14oz.Can 10c CHEESE

For The

Leg Part

Cornish Game

89c B A C O N

10c VIENNAS 8 oz. Cans

Lb. Can

Libby's

Quartered

59c FRYERS

SWIFT'S PREMIUM SLICED

Showboat

Fulton, K y .

$1.00

HENDERSON'S

PEAS

£ 5

C

(Felts)

Swift's

Cashmere Bouquet

49c 0LE0

6 Cans

IODINE STUMBLED ON
Paris — Iodine was discovered
accidentally about 150 years ago
by a French chemist seeking a
way to make synthetic
sodium
nitrate for the manufacture ol
gunpowder for Napoleon's armies.

10c Country HAMS" 1 '69c

No Limit

31c TISSUE

Lb

Lb

31c PORK BRAINS 6 -5oz. Cans $1. POTTED MEAT

CRACKERS Lb. Box

Whole or Hall

Breaded Chuck Wagon

OLD VIRGINIA

10 1-2
Cans

Kelly's

Flavor Kisi

Chicago — The big tax news
of 1963 was that the Internal
Revenue Service collected its first
$100 billion in federal taxes during its 50th anniversary.
Almost $106 billion in taxes—
up $6 1-2 billion f r o m the year bef o r e — w e r e collected.

F-R-E-E 50 EXTRA S8cH
WEINERS Lb. Pkg. Only. 39c GREEN STAMPS
wjlh o t
Purchase Of
Swifts All Meat
Store Sliced
3 Lb. Pkg. of GROUND BEEF
BOLOGNA Lb
49c
BONELESS HAMS

AMERICAN BEAUTY

SOUP

COLLECT

FIRST $100 BILLION

Swifts All Meat

STEAKS

Tomato
or
Vegetable

TAXMEN

DURBAN, South Africa—South
Africa's 32,000 wool farmers, with
their 33 million sheep, have placed this nation fifth in the world In
wool production and fourth in
wool exports. Wool follows gold
as the republic's biggest foreignexchange earner. During the season that ended June 30, wool sales
totaled
$179.2
million—nearly
$33.6 million more than the previous Season.

FRYERS «
Morrell's Semi

37c

PIGGLY W I G G L Y

SOUTH AFRICAN W O O L
BRINGS $179 MILLION

sen; 2nd, Mike Bragg; 3rd, Johnny Campbell.
10 year olds - 1st, James Myers;
2nd, Charles Whitnel; 3rd, Mickey
Brock well.
9 year olds - 1st, Eugene Madding; 2nd, Robert Burrow; 3rd,
Donald Crews.
8 year olds - 1st, Steve Taylor;
2nd, Waiter Powell; 3rd, Brent
Ballow.

U. S. G O V T INSPECTED

PENN CHAMP

JIM VADEN
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BANANAS

10c

lb. 10c

Potatoes 20 lb. bag 79c

CO.

Fulton, Ky.

We Cash Payroll Checks

Open 6-9: PM

6 Days

Sunday 9 am. 7 pm.

Prices In Ad Good Thru Oct 17th.

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Page

Beloved Diploma! Has Fun In Fulton

3

IODINE

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 15, 1964

NEEDED

IN

TEENS

CHICAGO—Iodine U especially
needed by teen-agers and expectant mothers, for their thyroid
glands are more active than other
people's.

When Undersecretary of State W. Averell Harriman came to Fulton for the
Banana Festival he came a* the representative of President Lyndon B. Johnson. But when he got here, he immediately caught the enthusiasm of the homefolks and had fun. tool Here are some photographs of his visit and his activities
given to us through the courtesy of the Paducah Sun-Democrat.

PUBLICISTS FEMALE
W A S H I N G T O N — T h e I960 e e n lus found 7,006 women employed
in the fields, of public relations
and publicity—a 258 per cent increase f r o m 1950-

Greenfield Monument Works
l a Operation <1 I n n

i

• Large Display *
• Well Lighted At Night *
• Open Sunday Afternoons

Grernfleld

J. B. MANESS & SONS

Call 124

AD 5 M M

Greenfield, Tenn.

ANNIVERSARY SALE!
October 9 thrn 31st

PRESENTING

M r v Paal Westpheting b shown here presenting her

husband to M r . Harriman. Looking en are Nathan Wade and Mayor
Gilbert DeMyer.

YooH

FOR LBJ—Senorita Pilar Rodiguez presents a cart

from

the

people of Costa Rica to W. AvereU

Harriman. Undersecretary of state, who received the article for tbe President. Harriman was President

Say they're

dellctood

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake

Fulton.

Street

Nathan

Special reductions
* Glassware

$1.

Ky.

lohnson's representative to the second International Banana Festival at Falton and Sooth Falton. FCstivil Secretary Bill Cottrell is at the microphone, while Festival President

This is our opportunity to thank you for the
generous patronage you have given us during the
past year . . . and to invite you in to see all the lovely new things we have assembled for the season
ahead. Please come!
(as much as half-price!) on

* Woodenwaxe

$3.

FOR P O L I T I C A L

AFFAIRS

* Imports

$5.

Ann and Billy Gore

UNDER SECRETARY OF S T A T E

* Brass

$10.

Killebrew's Flowers and Gifts

Wade

nterest.

Letters To Editor

ha
fac

For Fine Liquors

Commercial Ave.

A good chance to start your Christmas shopping earlyl

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fallot

See our new line of HAEGER lamps.

WASHINGTON
October 6, 1964
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
I can't thank, you enough f o r
your warm hospitality during m y
visit to Fulton. I was grateful for
your most gracious introduction- 11
enjoyed my talk with you and
your friends in your charming j
home.
I want to congratulate you and
all of those w h o worked so hard
to make the International Bar-a&»
Festival a success. It was a weH
run show from beginning to end.
which I know takes a lot of s k G ful planning. It was u p to the
finest standards of railroad operation!

ARRIVING—W. Averell Harriman strides briskly from his auto
oward

the Fulton Chamber

of

Commerce

building

prior

to

his

peech to participants of the International Banana Festival.

Again, with m y thanks and
warm regards.
Sincerely,
W Averell Harrir^an
Centralia, mir.ixi
October 10. 1964
Dear Mrs W e s t p h e l i n r

I know by n o w you are snowed
under in notes from all over. I
had to let you and everyone that
helped in any w a y know how
wonderful the Banana Festival
was and h o w I enjoyed it all.
I have a niece and nephew
there that I am very proud of,
Letha and Glenn Exum. A friend
of theirs, Paulette Parker, was
with m e to visit them and enjoy
the festival. She is chief editor of
the Centralis High School paper.
W e enjoyed the festival last
year and w e are looking forward
to next year.
Sunday our train was late—we
arrived
in Centralis
Monday
morning about four o'clock. I
went to the Woman's Club luncheon half asleep Of course, I was
talking about the Banana Festival.
Opal Loucks, w h o writes Opal
Pines for our paper, wanted to
k n o w all about It Tuesday morning she called and I took everything I had about it to her. She
made a few mistakes, but I felt
you would like to know about it
and read the article. I am lending
the paper to you.
I hope I can help a d v e r t i * the
GIVING—Some boys standing on the curb UTOM from the
Vhamber of Commerce building caught the eye of Harriman, and he Banana Festival next year. Very
f e w know about It around here.
vent over to talk to them. He offered Uirm campaign hot tons, which S o many have called m e after
reading the article.
hey eagerly accepted.
You know, I thought the booth
for Christ was an asset to the
Festival.
It was all great! I only wish my
parents could have lived t o see
— SEE —
it all. However, I am thankful for
m y brothers and their families
that are there to carry on.
It's so good to have a Banana
Festival; you see friends, relatives
roa rovm
and South American friends you
' FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
never see any other time.
May God blesi you all!
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE

f

r~

•fe

ft.

RURAL KENTUCKIANS FOR

ft

JOHNSON-HUMPHREY

A BI-PARTI SAX ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE WELFARE OF T H E R U R A L PEOPLE OF KENTUCKY
Sail* D. Broadbent ir.
A Democrat, Cadiz
Co-Chairman

William C. Johnstons
Louisville
Director

Hugh L. Spurlock
A Republican, Winchester
Co-Chairman

1

Dear Rural Kentuckians:

f 'I

You, tbe rural people of Kentucky, have only to answer these
questions to determine how to cast your vote in November.
1. Do you want to continue the tobacco program with price supports?
M r . Goldwater has said repeatedly that he would get rid of the
Agricultural Act, get farm products back on the opeu market and
bring & prompt and final termination to the Farm Program.
2 . Do you want to continue the Rural Electrification Program?
M r . Goldwater says it has filled its purpose, outlived its usefulness and now should be dissolved.
3. Do you want to continue the ownership of TVA by and for all people
of the U.S.? Or do you want to sell it for the highest dollar?
M r . Goldwater said it should be sold, even if it brought only |1.
4 . Who do you want for President—Mr. Goldwater, who said, •! don't
know anything about f a m i n g , ' and shows by his voting record that
he cares less—or President Johnson, who loves the soil and says
we will continue to give the farmer his rightful place and
rightful share in American society?

• FARM LOANS
PHONE 5

tog M A I N STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Sincerely,
Helen Exum Plott
P. S W e take The News and
h a v e f o r years. Can hardly wait
to get it each week.
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Down in your heart you know who is best.
Whol|
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Vote Johnson — Humphrey
Smith D. Broadbent, Jr.

^

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
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Hugh I>. Spurlock
Co-Chalrnen

Paid political K W f t J « ™ n i •poMors« by Rural KsntiMfcJSM lor Johnson-Humphrey, Smith Ol Sraadbsn^ Jr. a 1)4 Ht«h L Spurtoc*. Co-Chslrmm.
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Reviewing of Union City's Progressive Business Firms
All Items In This Section Are Paid Advertising

THE FULTON NEWS. Full on, Kentucky—Thursday. Oct. 15. 1964

J & J AUTO SALVAGE COMPANY
They Have a Direct Wire Service to 96 Salvage Yards
in Fire States. Good Used Auto Parts. Rebuilt Motors,
Tires, Transmissions, Supplies and Accessories. Burned
and Wrecked Cars Bought at Highest Market Prices.
Located on the Fulton Highway in Union City, TennesTelephone 885-9101.
They have a large stock
of
auto parts, at bargain prices.
From the beginning this dealer
realized that a satisfied customer
is the best influence for
more
business and determined to build
a reputation that would be the
envy of the wrecking business.
That they have succeeded
is
evidenced by th!e large amount of
(patronage they enjoy and the
territory their activities cover.
They pay the highest prices for
burned and wreckted cars. This
means that they pay every dollar
that could be gotten elsewhere.
The matter of price has also
received attention here for
it
has become a well
established
fact that not only in Union City,

but in the surrounding
country
that the quotations of J and J.
Auto Salvage Company are
always as low as Is consistent with
sound business. They permit no
one to offer higher quality, and
this happy combination has resulted in a large and ever increasing patronage.
.'
They are always in the market
for old automobiles, used cars
'and wrecked cajs.
J and J Auto Salvage Company,
with the associates of the concern, have always been boosters
for the community and it is quite
proper that we in this review
should compliment them
upon
the position they hold in
the
business life of this section.

ANDERSON'S BEAUTY COLLEGE
Beauty Culture Taught by Competent Instructors. Beauty Culture Offers a Future
for Ladies and Gents in all Phases of the Beauty Culture Profession and State Approved Beauty College. Two Senior Instructors at all Times.
Located 114 North First Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-3622.
Here students receive individual attention from expert instructors and their method Insures
rapid progress. They will work
with you courteously and pleasantly while you are mastering the
art.
There is probably no profession
of the present day that is so profitable. The ambitious young w o men of today may earn a larger
Income in this business than many
professional men. You learn the
art of hair dressing, permanent

waving, facials or, in fact, anything about beauty culture.
This school employs only technically trained and experienced
instructors. You may be assured
of the best professional instructors
at the Anderson's Beauty College
in Union City, Tennessee.
Here you also will have your
beauty needs administered to by
students under the supervision of
skilled instructors. They will give
you expert diagnosis of the condition of your skin and contour,

and will make recommendations
for a scientific care of your hair.
They will show you the newer
note in hair dressing, caring for
the hair and give faces the benefit of the most scientific and
healthful massages and beauty
preparations.
In this business review we desire to recommend this progressive
school of beauty culture. The
people of this community are indeed fortunate in having a school
of this character among them.

FREEMAN'S GROCERY

Serving Only the Best Meats, Country Hams, Cured Meats, Frozen Foods, Dairy
Products, Bakery Goods, Fruits, Vegetables, Staple and Fancy Groceries. They
Also Give Valu-Plus Stamps. Commerical Accounts Invited.
Located 633 East College Street in Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 885-3351.

POWELL SOIL SERVICE

Freeman's Grocery is a most to them as a place where it is a effort to satisfy their customers'
needs. They have the market well
friendly store, where quality is the pleasure to trade.
best, prices are low and the serTheir meats, staples and fancy arranged for the rapid handling of
Dry Mix Plant, Lime. Fertilizer Spreader Trucks. vice is supreme. They have built groceries are rapidly becoming a goods thus assuring you of prom
Spreader Trailers and Applicators. Custom Blending, a large business by solving the standard which the trade and the pt service and their customers alof helping the intelligent public is demanding in these pro- ways find their meat in first
Anhydrous Ammonia and Liquid Gro-Green, Custom problems
housewife to keep the food bill ducts, specializing in good meats, class condition.
Applications and Do It Your Sell Service.
within the limit of the family bud- staples and fancy groceries.
We are glad to compliment them
They invite the people of this on the economical position
they
Located on West College in Union City, Tennessee. get.
In this review we are glad to section to make this market their occupy In the life of the communTelephone 885-0311 or Call 322 for Direct Service.
compliment this store for their own headquarters while in town. ity and the excellent stock they
Powell Soil Service offers the and service at reasonable prices. foresight in staying a little ahead This market has one of the finest always have in the store for
In rnal^ng this
review
of of times in appointments, service lines of meats to be found in this the public and for their accom
people of this and adjoining counties an unusually high type of the valued industrial resources of and quality and refer our readers part of the state. They bend every modating service.
we
service. Courteous and
prompt this section of the country,
this
business dealings have made this cannot fail to compliment
firm popular with those who de- firm and its management upon
in
mand high class service in
this the highly efficient manner
which the business is operated and
line.
pubMrs. Leon Brown, Owner
There is no company
more upon its progressive and
worthy of extended
mention lic-spirited policies.
The Ultimate Quality Design and Service. Funeral Designing, Wedding, Birthin this review than this concern
We take this opportunity
to days, Corsages, Cut Flowers, Floral Decorating, Potted Plants and Gifts of Lasting
under the direction of men
who refer our
many
readers
to
are thoroughly conversant
with Powell Aero Service as one of Quality. They Wire Flowers Anywhere And Anytime.
every feature of the business. It the distinctive features of
this Located 1200 Bishop in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-2114 or 885-2704.
is not strange then that it has b e - part of the state.
This is Union City's most popu- with this firm. All you need to do brance has placed it in the front
come a very important asset
in
We are more than glad
to
this community.
give them extended
mention in lar florist, offering at all times is to telephone how much you care rank for all social, mourning and
joyful occasions.
„ In this day and
age
the this business review of Union prices and quality that defy com- to spend on a design and they will
petition in the floral line. This lo- proceed with the skill of an archi.
public demands
specialization, City, Tenriessee.
As a designer of floral emblems,
cal firm makes a business of sup- tect to make up a floral creation
plying the people with the choicest that will command the attention for funeral or social occasions, this
flowers, both in season and out. and win the admiration of every- establishment has obtained wellmerited fame as being artists of
In this establishment care and one.
more than ordinary ability.
Ornamental Iron Work of all Kinds, Lawn Furniture. attention are given every order
For centuries, flowers have been
Their heart and soul beat in
Columns, Rails and Stairways. Steel Truck Beds, Fab- which they receive. They handle symbolic of the more delicate unison with the work and as a
only the choicest and the best
ricators. Tanks, Electric, Acetylene and Portable Weld- varieties that are always fresh and phase of human nature and the consequence their designs are
recent development of the flower distinguished for their appropriIn first class condition.
ing Service.
Floral designs are a specialty as a token of esfeen and remem- ate appearance.

HOSPITAL FLOWERS AND GIFTS

UNION CITY WELDING & TANK SHOP

Located Third Street at Main in Union City, Tennessee.
Telephone 885-5571.

Union City Welding and Tank
Shop has a reputation for successful operations performed and will
gladly estimate any job—large or
i small—any place. Take your weldJ ing repairing and rebuilding work
4 to this shop and it will be repairK e d at moderate, payable prices.
Efficient repair service is essenB tial to any community, both as a
| money and time saver.
Often
f many dollars can be saved by havK ing something welded instead of
I having a new one made
and
I equipment which would be tied

up waiting for new parts, can in
a very short timte, be in operation
again.
Don't throw away your broken
machinery until you have asked
this firm if they can successfully
weld it. If so, you can rest assured
they can do so, their experience
has taught them what can
or
cannot be economically welded.
Don't assume for yourself that
broken machinery and trucks cannot be repaired. Ask them first,
the savings may be great in proportion to the cost.

REELF00T SUPPLY COMPANY
Wholesale Dealers and Distributors of all Kinds of
Electrical Supplies. Serving Union City and Vicinity at
all Times.
Located 603 East Reelfool Avenue in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-9314.
The day when wholesale houses were found only in the large
cities has passed with other outmoded practices and we
now
find them in the best towns in
thedr efforts to better their services and to lower the cost
of
quality merchandise.
They Have achieved
their
goal, for Reelfoot Supply Company, not only fills community
need in respect to servide in this
field, but they annually
save
retail people
thousands
ol
dollars
In their wholesale service. By ordering In big lots and
having shipments
made direct
from the factory the amount sav-

ed runs into a real savings in the
course of a year.
Their services to the section's
retail dealers is one of importance as they can fill orders
the same day they are received
if desired. This service enables
local retail trade to order daily
the items needed to keep
their
stock complete and thereby keep
Investment expenses down to a
minimum. This firm is stocked
With quality merchandise
and
also furnishes a sizeable payroll
spent locally and through taxes
on their holdings here they contribute substantial amounts to the
county and municipal expenses.

Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan

MASON HALL BANK
A Friendly Bank, Banking by Mail, Safety Deposit Boxes, Farm Loans, Automobile Loans, Savings Accounts,
Checking Accounts and Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Located 107 North Poplar Street in Kenton, Tennessee. Telephone 749-5676.
H i e Mason Hall Bank is one ment. Its influence on the homi
of the leading banking institutions life of the country has been marked, indeed for through its willof this section.
ingness and able advice
people
The policy of this bank is to who otherwise would never have
be of service to the public
and known the satisfaction of owning
customers; conservative without their homes are now substantial
being hidebound. The interests citizens and are now aiding in
of customers are always
con- the progress of their various comsulted and they determine
the munities. Time has demonstrated
course to follow in every instance the soundness of their policies on
except where
those
interests which the first board of directors
would conflict or prove a menace founded its existence.
to the welfare of the community.
We are more than pleased in
As a factor in the upbuilding of this review to call attention
to
this section, this bank has played these progressive bankers, and to
a prominent and honorable part. say they are civic leaders
and
It is known as a bank of super- up-to-date in their methods and
lative integrity and one
that are deserving of the
support of
can. be counted on to carry its the whole peoplte in this section of
share of the load in any move- the state.

PRODUCEBS SEED COMPANY
Formerly West Kentucky Seed Company at Cayce, Kentucky. Complete Seed Processing and Cleaning Service.
Serving Tennessee and Kentucky Areas. Processors,
Buyers and Sellers of Quality Seeds. Kobe-Korena Lespedeza. Growers of Registered and Certified Seeds,
Small Grain and Soy Beans.
Located on the Jordan Highway in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-9782.
Union City now can boast of a ment of the most modern facilities,
leading seed processing and clean- this establishment is striving earing service which is helping in nestly to give realization to a new
no small part in the commercial and better service.
and industrial progress of
the . Quality is one of the guiding
community and surrounding ter- influences of this firm.
The
ritory.
people have learned this
and
The personnel of the Producers rely upon them for superior qualSeed Company consists of em- ity in everything they provide.
ployees of high standards.
There are no more public spirIt is under able direction and ited citizens in the community
enjoys an ever-increasing patron- than the management of this reage throughout this section.
liable firm.
Service is a much overworked
This establishment is
not onand misused selling expression, ly a well-equipped and expertly
but it
is fundamentally true managed concern, but it is also a
that the seller must survive.
By commercial and industrial organicooperating with their customers, zation and renders a service that
by forethought in planning
to is necessary to the onward promeet their needs in the employ- gress of the community.

REELFOOT PACKING COMPANY

They are Buying One-Half Million Dollars in Number
One Hogs and Livestock Every Week. You are Entitled
to the Best, Reelfoot Hams, Bacon and Honey Gold
Sausage. Buyers, Shippers and Distributors.
Located on South Fifth Street in Union City, Tennessee.
A Service Perfected by Years of Experience in the Loan and Finance Business. Telephone 885-2131.
This is the day the public de- are thoroughly conversant
with
Located in Back of David Crockett Hotel in Second Street Alley in Union City,
mands not only magnamimous ser- every detail and are considered an
Tennessee. Telephone 885-2776.
vice but the best quality at
fair authority in all that
pertains

OBION COUNTY FINANCE COMPANY, INC.

No Institution renders a more
valuable service to the people of
this community than this prominent loan service. They have met
the needs of the people in a most
straightforward, businesslike manner. You will be more than pleased with their modern, efficient
and bank-like establishment.

They provide plans so you
borrow money in a dignified
business-like way. You pay
a reasonable rate of interest

can
and
only
and

are not imposed upon in any man- these obligations than by taking
ner. All they ask is security on advantage of this company's privarious possessions, such as signa- vate loan service.
utre, automobile or furniture.
Loans can be paid back as
Your transactions are strictly quickly as you like as each of
confidential when you deal with quickly as you like, as each of
Obion County Finance Company, repay more on the principal than
contracted at the time of the loan.
Inc.
Interest is paid only for the time
Such loans are invaluable at all you retain the money. For a loan
times. It is impossible for every- service that meets every need and
one always to have needed money fits every purse visit Obion Counon hand and there is no easier or ty Finance Company, Inc., in
more dignified way of meeting Union City, Tennessee.

UNION CITY TIRE COMPANY, INC.

prices. Thoroughly
conversant
with the conditions and a
wide
experience in their particular line
of endeavor, the management of
this enterprising concern has been
able to render a service to
the
people that is distinctly satisfactory.
Prompt service at most reasonable prices has long been
the
guiding influence of their policies and it has brought them trade
from all over the
surrounding
territory.
The management and assistants
are people of long practical experience in the business.
They

This establishment is not only
a well equipped and
expertly
managed concern,
but it is also
a commercial and industrial organization and renders a service
that is necessary to the onward
progress of the community.
We
are glad to give them this mention in the review of the better
business firms of Union City,
Tennessee.

MIDWAY SALVAGE COMPANY
Frigidaire and R. C. A. Whirlpool Refrigerators and Home Freezers. Zenith Radios,
Television Sets, B. F. Goodrich Tires for Cars, Trucks and Farm Tractors.
Merlin Lyell and Monielle LyelL Owners
Located 214 South Second Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-0443.
New and Good Used Automobile and Truck Parts. They
Many dollars are brought into demand by all who insist on the tion, they proceeded upon their are Equipped to Install what they sell. They Buy Late
this section each year through the best.
career with a solid foundation ot Model Burned and Wrecked Cars.
trade channels, presided over b y
good value and reasonable prices.
Located on the Martin Highway in Union City, Tennesthis well-known popular home
The story of the success of this
So extensive has become their
freezer, Zenith radios, television firm is one that many business trade that their products are well see. Telephone 885-9873.
sets and B. F. Goodrich tire service.
The fact that their trade e x tends over the adjoining counties
brings rwrw facts, new business
and adds prosperity to the section
of the state in which they are located.
Their services will be found in

DUNN PROVISION COMPANY

people would find profitable. The
firm began its career with the belief that success could be obtained
by furnishing good Service upon
a reasonable margin or profit.
Scientific selling must be born of
scientific knowledge. With this
method in mind and reduced expenses on account of their loca-

known in this section of the state.

Each department of this wellknown service is in charge of a
person who is thoroughly conversant with the home freteer,
Zenith radios, television sets and
B. F. Goodrich tire trade of the
country.

Many garages, dealers and automobile firms throughout this
area know the value of dealing
with Midway Salvage Company,
when it comes to reliable automobile parts and accessories. By
reason of the fact that the management has had wide experience

Federal Land Bank Association Of Union City

Harold Waggener, Manager
Wholesale Dealers in Choice Beef, Pork. Veal. Ground Beef and Old Log Cabin SauFarm Loans, Five-to-Forty Years for Large and Small Farms. Competitive Interest,
sage at Moderate Prices.
Located on East Main Street In Union City. Tenn. Telephone 885-3541 or 885-0235. Full Repayment Privilege without Penalty, Credit Life Insurance, Also Part Time
Farm AnnuaL Semi-Annual and Monthly Payments.
The management and assistants mercial organization and renders tinuous encouragement of all in Located 214 West Church Street in Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5971.

are men of long and practical experience In this business. They are
thoroughly conversant with every
detail and are considered authorities in all that pertains to the
operation of a modern establishment. They rate among the foremost men of the city and have
aided In the development of this
section.
This establishment Is not only »
well equipped and expertly managed concern, but it 1* alto a com-

to the operation of a modern establishment. They rate among the
foremost people of the city and
have aided in the development of
this section.

a service that Is necessary to the the community, the assured e x onward progress of the communi- pansion of this section of the
county and the onward progress
ty.
of industrial, commercial, and soIt may He of interest to know cial development.
that the idea of this enterprise
We cannot fall lo compliment
originated
In the
resourceful
minds of energetic business men. Dunn Provision Company on the
With a restless ambition, a broad manner In which they conduct
vision of the country, they turned their business and say that It has
their trained and creative minds been a deciding factor In the busto the selling of good product*.
iness life of the community It
To maintain It means the con- serves.

When In need of tbls service
call on this firm and you will be
more than glad to do business
with them. This popular institution, founded In 1917, has grown
with hardly a pause In Its rapid
development. That much discussed
word. Service, finds a true expression in the friendly atmosphere that envelops every cus
tomer of this popular service b e cause service is Interpreted In so

many ways that it may well be
said to be the sign manual of the
institution. It has maintained an
air of calm, friendly dignity.
which can be associated only
with institutions of standing and
sure position. We wish to take
this opportunity to congratulate
the management of this firm upon
the policy of fair dealing which
was inaugurated with the opening
of this firm to the public and has

never varied or departed In any
way during the time it has had
business dealings with the people,
We call attention to all the advantages of having a metropolitan service at their very door,
which has maintained inviolate
service to this public,
W more than glad to give
them extended mention In thla
business review.

°f the bu'\ness
fir ~mP™henknowledge of every branch
the trade, this concern continues to witness an Increase in
the umber of
patrons from all
parts of the country. No matter
what is missing, just call at their
place or over the phone, giving
your number and description and
you will find they have it
In
stock or can get It for you quickly.
Practically every item needed
by an automobile mechanic
will
be found in stock here.
An order placed with
them
means no delay to garage men or
customers as they pride themselves on their facilities for meeting every need when it is needed.
The service of Midway Salvage
Company is an accommodation to
garages, transfer firms, and auto
dealers and has demonstrated lti
right to leading position held In
the business and
automobile
world of this part of
the country. When In need of auto parts
call on them for service In all d e partment*.
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Editor
The Fulton News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Sir:

INDIANAPOLIS PRODUCE
TERMINAL
October 6, 1984
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel
312 2nd Street
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Ethel:

Ida and I wish to thank you for
the wonderful time we had during
the Banana Festival. It certainly
was well planned and one of the
nicest celebrations we have ever
attendedWhat we noticed most was the
friendliness of the people of Fulton, Kentucky, treating us as brother and sister and of course
what made it most enjoyable was
having you for our hostess and
making us feel at home at all
times.
(The Hostess With The Mostess)
We do want you to come up and
spend some time with us (Top
Banana) a week or a month and
we will not take no for an answer.
I think the trip would do you a
lot of good. Also, tell Bud it was
a pleasure meeting him and we
enjoyed every minute of it and if
he ever comes to Indianapolis we
would consider it an honor to
have him stay with us.
Sincerely,
Phil and Ida Caito
P. S. We hope you will be successful in attracting more indus"WINKIE" (WINIFRED RAY,
try to Fulton, Kentucky in the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
near future.
Ray, 803 Vine Street, was in Gardner's studio recently to have this
INDIANAPOLIS PRODUCE
picture made.
TERMINAL
October 6. 1964
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Box 307
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Paul ana Jo:
Ida and myself want to thank
you for the wonderful time we
had in Fulton, Kentucky during
the Banana Festival.
It certainly was well planned
and one of the nicest celebrations
we have ever attended and of
course the friendliness of all the
people of Fulton attributed so
much to our enjoyment.
Sincerely,
Phil and Ida Caito

Dr. Frank Sieely
Johnson Chairman
Dr. Frank Steely, head of the
history division of Murray State
College, has been elected Calloway County Democratic campaign
chairman for Lyndon B. Johnson
for president.
Dr. Steely has sponsored the
Murray State College
Young
Democrat's Club each year since
joining the faculty in 1956.
Don't forget to vote!

BAR iJfo *T

$100,000 Remodeling
Job Set For Kenlake
A $100,000 renovation of Kenlake Hotel at Kenlake State Park,
near Hardin, has been announced
by Governor Edward T. Breathitt.
The work, scheduled to start
soon after the hotel closes November 1, will be completed by spring,
Breathitt added.
Built in 1952, Kenlake is the
oldest of the State park lodges.

CLOUDY WATER TELLS
QUAKE IS COMING
SARAJEVO — Yugoslav scientists who have studied earthquakes at Agadir in 1960, Makarska in 1962, and Skoplje in
MAN, HASN'T IT BEEN HOT!
1963, say ground water grows
So might have said this charming
cloudy about 24 hours before the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dannv
first shocks.
Carter, Wingo, Ky , as she had
this picture taken at Gardner's
studio when the weather was
warm.

Wendell Ford
7s Assistant
uimpaign Head
Wendell H. Ford, Owensboro
insurance man, was today named
assistant to Democratic
State
Campaign Chairman Frank Paxton. Ford will spend full time in
the State campaign headquarters
in Frankfort until election day,
Paxton said.
Ford, 40, served as chief administrative assistant to Governor Bert Combs in 1960 and 1961.
He was president of the Young
Kentuckians for Combs' guber
natorial campaign in 1959 and
was state campaign co-chairman,
for Wilson Wyatt in the 1962 Senatorial campaign.
Ford, son of former State Sen
E. M. Ford and the late Mrs- Ford
of Owensboro, attended the Uni
versity of Kentucky and was
graduated from the Maryland
School of Insurance in Baltimore.
In 1946 he went into the insurance business in Owensboro with
his father and into Junior Chamber of Commerce activities that
took him to the top of the national
organization and made him an international leader.
Don't forget to vote!

In Kentucky...
after a swim, beer is a natural
On a hot summer day, a dip In a cool stream can be wonderfully
refreshing. Equally refreshing when you're relaxing afterwards
with friends is a hearty glass of beer. There's hardly another beverage around that suits what you do for fun as much as beer.
Camping, hiking, or just lounging on a lawn chair—beer brings to
each just the right touch of extra good living.
Your familiar glass of beer is also a pleasurable reminder that
we live in a land of personal freedom-and that our right to enjoy
beer and ale, if we so desire, is just one, but an important one, of
those personal freedoms.
in Kentucky... beer t o e s with fua, with r r k x i t i o o
UNITED STATU BRKWHLS ASSOCIATION. IRC.

r. 0. Sn 22187, LlHaiflh. Itmnek, WZ22

Woodcutter,
Spare
That

Use the World's Lightest
Direct-Drive Chain Saw

REVOLUTIONARY
NEW H0MELITE
XL-12

. Perfect for pulp cutting
• Cuts 12-inch lop in 10 Mcoodt,
fells trees up to 3 fed in diameter
• Famous quality testurw that
have made Homelit*firstdtoica of
professionals, tor years
• Only 12 lbs. less bar end dials
HAVE A M i l
DEMONSTRATION TOBAM

Bnrnette Tractor Co.
4 th STREET

FULTON

DOUBLE S T A M P D A Y
ON W E D N E S D A Y
S&H Green Stamps
GORDON'S ESS0
Service Station
Corner State Line and Carr Strw*

A REVIEWING OF UNION CITY
PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS FIRMS
AH Items I» This Section Are Paid Advertising
Editorial Reviews by William E. Sloan

Location of Known Office of
Publication — 209
Commercial
Avenue, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.

TAYLOR AERO SERVICE

Names and Addresses of Publisher — Paul Westpheling Jr.

PROJECT UNITE US—And nothing can sum up the success of the Banana Festival's program like this
photograph above. Bill Cottrell, (center) executive secretary ot the association puts his arms around two
members of the famed marimba band from Guatema la that brought hours of enjoyment to local people.
Before their departure the group played for many Festival celebrants at a local restaurant. Friendships
were made during their week Ion; visit that will be lasting and understanding. The Welcome on the
Festival sign in the background was transmitted into warm handshakes all around the twin cities.
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Frequency of Issue — Weekly.

Location of the Headquarters or
General Business Offices of the
Publishers—209 Commercial Avenue, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.

May we have copies of any
special features and releases that
the Fulton News is publishing in
connection with this year's Banana Festival, October 1-3. We are
conducting a research project on
the market structure of the banana industry and would find
any material that you can provide useful as background information.
Ralph Lally of the National Banana Association gav e lis a copy
of last year's special banana issue
of November 21, 1963. Should
there be a charge, please bill us.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
James P. Houck
Visiting Assistant
Professor in
Business Research
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Editor — Johanna (Mrs. Paul)
Westpheling.
Owner — Mrs. Johanna Westpheling. — Address — The Highlands, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.
Known Bondholders, Mortgages,
and other Security Holders Owning or Holding 1 Percent or More
Known Bondholders, Mortgagees,
or other Securities. — None.
AVERAGE NO. COPIES
EACH ISSUE DURING
PRECEDING 12 MONTHS
Total No. Copies Printed (Net
Press Run)
2425
Paid Circulation Subscribers By
Mail, Carrier Delivery or by Other
Means
827
Sales Through Agents, News
Dealers, or Otherwise
1526
Free Distribution
(including
samples) By Mail, Carrier Delivery, or by Other Means .. 25
Total No. Of Copies Distributed.
2400
SINGLE ISSUE NEAREST
TO FILING DATE
Total No. Copies Printed (Net
Press Run)
2425
Paid Circulation — To Term
Subscribers by Mail, Carrier Delivery or by Other Means
827
Sales Through Agents, News
Dealers, or Otherwise
1528
Free Distribution
(including
samples) By Mail, Carrier Delivery, or by Other Means . . . . 25
Total No. of Copies Distributed.
2400
I certify that the statements
made by me above are correct and
complete.
Paul Westpheling, Publisher.
HAMBURG GERMANY'S
BIG BANANA PORT
Hamburg—Every second orange
or banana consumed in Germany
is imported through the port of
Hamburg. In the first half of 1964
about 544,000 tons of tropical
fruit — one fourth of it bananas—
were imported here.

Flight Instructions, Aircraft Rentals, Spraying, F. A. A.
Approved Operations. Aircraft Repairing and Overhauling service.
Located al Everett-Stewart Airfield in Union Ciiy,
Tennessee. Telephone 885-5601.
There are no more
public
spirited citizens In the
community than the manager
and
we direct your attention to this
business institution of the community as one erf the reliable establishments which have added to
this part of the state.
•niis well known service is deserving of more than passing notice in this business review of
the onward progress of the community as they are perhaps
the
best equipped in this section
of
the state, thte service being standard and so recognized by
the
trade for many miles in
this
section of the country.
Their services are
popular
because their services are
most

complete and they realize
the
popular demands for the service
they render. And in their dealings with the public a spirit
of
fair treatment and accommodation is so evident that it has well
nigh become a hard and
fast
rule that once a customer always
a customer.
Taylor Aero Service is located
conveniently for the people
of
the surrounding territory and on
a visit you will fnd everythng no
less than made to order, and to
please you will be thte dominating
purpose of their large organization
which is recognized for miles around as flight instruction, rentals, aircraft repairing and overhauling headquarters.

WALKER'S D X SERVICE STATION
Lionnell Gray, Owner
D-X Petroleum Products, Auto Repairing. Brake Service. Mufflers Installed. Motor Tune-Ups, Batteries.
Tires, Auto Accessories, Good Road Service and They
Give Quality Stamps with all Sales.
Located 1013 South First Street in Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 885-1881.
Walker's D-X Service Station is
a very popular stopping place for
local motorists from all over the
state as they offer a most convenient service.
They feature D-X
petroleum
products and these are recognized
as superior petroleum products
and will add longer life to the
motor of your car and give
it
quicker starting and more pep.
They
have
pumps
here
which one can conveniently pull
up to, and careful helpers
on
the job and no matter whai you
want, there is no dtelay here. They
will fill your tank with gasoline
in a minute and fill your radiator
with water, check your oil and
see that your car runs smoothly.

Prompt crankcase service is offered if you need it.
They also offer an expert service of complete lubrication and
greasing which s a marvel.
Their tire repairing equipment
is the best, most modem
and
complete that money can buy.
You will get a good service turned out by experienced men
who
will conscientiously try to make
you more than satisfied.
In making this review
we are
glad to compliment Walker's D-X
Service Station and urge our readers to stop there and learn firsthand the advantages of
their
good services.
We are glad to give them due
mention in this business review
of Obion County.

UNITED MONUMENT WORKS

McCulchen's Monuments. Markers and Mausoleums. Buy Direct and Save. One of
West Tennessee'8 Oldest and Largest.
Located 2 1-2 Miles South of the City on Highway 45 West in Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 246-2121.
If you are planning on buying
a monument take it up with this
firm, as they are very competent
in all forms of monument services.
United Monument Works, has
the necessary equipment to provide distinctive memorial art service. Mr. McCutchen has been associated with the memorial industry for many years. His firm can
supply you with monuments either
marble or granite in any size or
price class and their reputation is
one which guarantiees their pat-

rons quality merchandise, high
grade craftsmanship, appeal in
design and prices that are just.
This firm is not just an order
taker for monuments, but is a
manufacturer in every sense of
the word. Thtey ship their granite
and marble in carload lots direct
from the quarry and the finish
product is manufactured right here
in their own plant. Hiis not only
makes a paygoll for Union City
but it enables them to offer better values through elimination of

the middleman's profits. They
have in their yard a complete
selection from a $35 marker up to
the more pretentious monuments.
It is more satisfactory to see and
select your Memorial than buying
from an order taker. A visit to
their yard will convince you that
they are equipped to turn out a
memorial that will be satisfactory
both in material, workmanship
and price.

SMITH'S GROCERY AND MARKET
Where the Housewife Shops for Choice Meats. Frozen Foods, Fresh Fruils, Vegetables. Canned Goods. Bakery Goods, Dairy Products, Staple and Fancy Groceries.
Located 205 South Fifth Street in Union City. Tennessee. Telephone 885-9313.
Smith's Grocery and Market invites the people of this section to
make this their store headquarters
while in town. This store has one
of the finest lines of staple and
fancy groceries to be found la this
part of the state. Thtey bend every
effort to satisfy their customers'
needs. They have the store well
arranged for the rapid handling of
goods thus assuring you of prompt
service and their customers always find their food in first class
condition.

They employ a force of clerks
each of whom la a genius In doing and saying the accommodating thing to their customer. They
are making "special inducements"
to out-of-town customers and they
handle a full and complete line
of staple and fancy groceries of
standard brands, and are always
first with fresh fruits and vegetables, and country produce.
Being large dealers, they purchase the stock in such large
quantities that they are able to

undersell many similar concerns,
and thteir customers reap the
benefits of their buying power.
The management is a prominent citizen and has won the admiration and friendship of the
entire community and in this review we feel justified to say that
this is one of the most progressive
concerns ot its kind in this territory, and we feel no hesitancy In
referring them to our readers of
this edition.

ROAD BUILDERS EQUIPMENT COMPANY

Al Williams, Manager
International Harvester Construction Equipment. Hough Pay loaders. Gallon Road
Graders. Bucyrus-Erie Drag Lines, Miller Tilt Top Trailers and Equipment. They
are in the Process of Building a New and Modern Building and lt will be Located
on Highway 51 South.
Located 1200 East Main Street In Union City, Tennessee. Telephone 885-5843.
This section of the country as
a whole, has an added business
advantage by having in its midst
such a well known concern whose
commendable policies and quality
have gained tor them an ever Increasing business that can be
noticed by the lar^e daily shipments leaving their progressive
establishment.
The prosperity of the city It
greatly increased by the extetit of
their trade which extends for

miles around in this chosen field
of endeavor and brings new people to thte community.
Through the extended trade
channels of this active firm many
dollars are brought yearly into
this section.
This well known establiahment
started its business carter upon
a solid foundation, knowing that
success in this advancing buslneaa
could only be fully gained by giving good service to the people.

upon a fair margin of profit Fair,
honest and individual service for
every patron has established for
them a trade that has extended
In every direction.
They have always been consistent boosters for all things adding
lo the growth and prosperity of
the community at all times, knowing that a firm that did not potf
solid business methods withers and dies.
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KUDOS!

DETROIT NEWS
The American Legion Auxiliary
Roy 1
of Marshall Alexander Post No.
72 of Fulton has received Department and National citations for
Well, here we are back home,
reaching the membership quota in after a wonderful trip to Ken1*63-64. These citations
were tucky. Your Banana Festival was
awarded at the recent State Con- really worth seeing.
vention in Owensboro.
We stayed at the Fulton Plaza
Motel and were able to talk to
Mr. Averell Harriman as he was
LOCAL MERCHANTS H A T " I T greeted by Mrs. Jo'Westpheling
and presented a bouquet of flow-

UNION CITY
RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSH.

" Harvest of
Values"
$1000 In Merchandise Certificates
To Be Awarded
DRAWING AS FOLLOWS:
Sal. Oct. 17 -3 $100 Certificates
Sat. Od. 24-4 $100 Certificates
Sat. Oct. 31 -3 $100 Certificates
8:30 P. N. Corner of Washington & First
Yon Mnst Be Present To Receive This Award
Tickets Available Al Participating
Merchants.
WINNERS EACH SATURDAY

and later a* he spoke in the
school auditorium, as he looked
at the button on his coat and said,
"Wall, I am one of the bunch.'
Enjoyed the pancake breakfast
very much at the Methodist
Church.
Was glad to see our kinfolks
from Hickman County win first
and second prizes in the Banana
Bake-Off at the Baptist Church.
They were Mrs. Betty Sue Murchison and Mrs. Frances Murchison.
Aunt Jemima and the boys from
Guatemala stayed at our motel,
so we really got to know them
real well. As they spoke no English and we spoke no Spanish,
only through the interpreter were
we able to understand one another.
Those of you who missed the
luncheon
with Miss America
missed a chance of a lifetime.
The parade was really something to see and we enjoyed every
minute of it.
We had breakfast at The Derby
with Mrs. I ma Phelps on two occasions, had hinch and dinner
with Herbert and Bess and Mrs.
Bessie Goulder, also Sunday din
ner at Park Terrace.
We attended the morning ser
vice at Methodist Church and enjoyed it very much. That evening
we went to Mt. Zion Church,
where it was an honor and a
pleasure to lead singing and, with
so many friends, it was just like
home. The following Sunday did
the same at both services, which
I enjoyed, as we had a large
crowd at both services and all
liked to sing. A special thanks to
the girls who played so well for
me while In Kentucky.
We visited Judge and Mrs
Ivy Kaler, also Mrs. Gobie Wright,
In Clinton. In Wingo we visited
Mrs. Harry Fite and her mother,
Mrs. Betty Bryant In Water Val
ley stopped at Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Duke's and had breakfast
with them; stopped to say hello to
Mrs. Macon Shelton and her
mother, Mrs. Moore; said hello to
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Pharis and
to Mrs. Will McDade in Fulton
had dinner with D. J. Murchison
one night and with Angelo Murchison the next. Their wives sure
are good cooks. We saw Mrs. Nina
and Miss Allie Murchison and had
a long visit with them.

The revival will close Sunday at
our church, held by Rev. Paul W
Allen of Springfield, Missouri.
Was well attended at every service.
See you in church Sunday. Call
me at 293-8161 or write your news
to me at 31529 Beaconsfield Road,
Roseville, Michigan 48066.

mmi

Isn't it grand when the whole family reunites on
holidays or on anniversaries! How good to see grandparents and great grandparents and the new crop of

i-

*
•- * *

babies. Seeing them all together gives you a feeling of
continuity, and a sense of oneness with all creation.
It gives you, also, a glimpse of God's plan in the life
cycle. When you see the off-spring of the patriarch

Our stay at the motel was great,
as we had a ring-side seat, since
the band played there every night
at the Derby Restaurant.
Mrs. Maurer will have a birthday on October 12. Just a day
older. Happy birthday, honey.
In Fulton we had lunch and a
good visit with Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Woo ten. As they lived in Detroit
for a long time, we had a lot to
talk about.
Well, I have given you brief
highlights of what you missed by
not being there at the festival.
Came home tired, but happy.

UNION
CITY
MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

\

grandfather, you marvel at the great legacy he is
bequeathing the world. All the children that have issued
from him are in themselves a great contribution to the
world of mankind.
There is marvelous potential in all these spirits. The
great things they will do thrill your heart when you
contemplate them.
This legacy of lives and spirit can be strengthened,
sweetened and nourished by the church. We invite you

1
I

|
I

iI

The Church is God's appointed agency in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for m a n a n d of His demand for m a n to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the tove of God, no government

or

society

or

way

of

dear

will

inevitably

perish. Therefore,

the Church for the sake of the welfare of himself

ond

his

family.

Beyond

Phone 114

Tour AII is Chalmers, Maasey-Ferguson

£
ft

the Church because

it tells the truth

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

An imgmmimtian to impnm

God.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Grocery - Feed A 8eed Mm

Kentucky Ave.

Falton

Phone 447

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
Main & OUve Streets

working

far tke intsrsst

of tks Kentucky

coal

Real Estate Broker

• Phone (1

1*9 Walnnt St.

Falton, Ky.

Hickman, Ky.

8W Ky.'s Newest, most modern

Dari Cream Sandwich Shop

Call 490 or Write 109 N. Parkway. Fnlton

nursing

industry

Pleasant View Memorial Garden
"That the Beauty of Llfls May S O T W

ENTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

home

• For

Fnlton

reservations

Ladles' Ready-to-Wear
107 Mala

Wilson Garage & Used Auto Part*
Htway 51 at Roundhouse Overpaas 4M

General Auto Repairing

E. W. James 8c Son Super Market*
Hickman, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

118 Broadway

Phone 18*

Union City, Tenn.

Rice Insurance. Agency. Inc.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
"Tour prcesrfettoa Drag Store"

Phone 540

GREEN'S GARAGE

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company
Falton, KBntueky

Phone 155

ELIZABETH'S

Fulton, Ky.

Home of Good Foods and Service

Phone 50*

Air-conditioning

Jobbers of Shell Products

Parkway Manor Nursing Home

Billy Gilbert

Roofing,

Abont 1 miles on U. S. 51 North

Live Better Electrically

THE CITIZENS BANK

Bee as

for

all

your

111 Mahi Street

Phones 70 A 41*

Insurance
Phooe **

Ky.

At t h . store or at y e w

THi I I N T U C I T COAl ASSOCIATION Isihffsa. I f
i t . organisation

II

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

PURE MILK COMPANY

mmd tttsmd Iks uses <4 c

about

alone will set him free to live as a child of

COLONEL C. W. BURROW

Water Valley, Ky.

Thit m»uOQ* sponsored jointly byt

however,

m a n ' s life, death and destiny; the truth which

and New Holland Dealer

THi PORTLAND CiMINT ASSOCIATION

that,

every person should uphold and participate in

This Series of Chnrch Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial
Association and Is Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions

Waler Valley Implement Co.

Fred Bullard, President of the Kentucky Coal Auociation, nay*: "Cement and reinforcing
stcrl are two basic ingredients of the modern concrete highway. With their high consumption
of coal during manufacture, we believe that paving Kentucky ! Interstate Highway with
concrete would he on invaluable aid to the state's coal industry."

even

from a selfish point of view, one should support

Heating,

That totals approximately 700,000 tons of coal if Kentucky uses concrete to c o m .
piste Its Interstate Highways. Kentucky needs new coal markets, new highways.
Concrete brings the two together. The result? Better business. Better highways.
Tbday's new-type concrete is smooth and solid all the way . . . is laid flat to stay
flat. It actually has a life expectancy of 60 years and longer, with upkeep expense
7 5 % leas than (or asphalt (based on Kentucky records). This is vital because the
Federal Government pays 9 0 % of initial construction coat-but not a single cent for
maintenance. Add it up. Concrete means greater coal usage, greater driving comfort,
and greater maintenance savings.

long

' c C o l e m a n Adv. Ser.. P. O Box 2 0 0 6 7 , Doltos 20, Texos

215 Kentacky Ave.

to b u i l d just I m i l e of concrete h i g h w a y !

will

to take your family to church this week.

FULTON MOTOR COMPANY

It t a k e s 1 0 0 0 tons of coal

life

persevere and the freedoms which we hold so

tar

WATSON COMPANY
Earle'i Shell Motor ft Marine Shop
Unton Otty Highway

Phsae M K J

Wahe- S«p*ly

Contractors

Usfan O t r . I t o a .

West Kentucky
Fallon Seniors
Tops In Number Sei For New
Stale Park
On Honor Roll

Governor Edward T. Breathitt Parks.
announced this plan during his
Bell sdded that full developState Government for a Day rement of Barkley Lake State Park
cently at Cadiz, seven miles east
will depend on voter approval of
of the proposed site.
the f 170 million bond issue in N o vember
1865. When the bond isPreliminary work to b e done
sue Is approved, he said, the D e this fall includes dredging f o r a
partment of Parks will have M S
Work will start this fall on the beach area and a boat dock site, million f o r expansion and general
J. M. Martin, Principal of Fulaccording
to
Robert
D
Bell,
c
o
m
improvement, including full-scale
development of a new State park
ton High School, has announced
on the east short of Barkley Lake. missioner of the Deparmtent at development of the Barkley park.
the following students making the
Honor Roll f o r the first six-weeks
period:
Seniors: All A's—Ken Morgan,
Betty Bennett, Sylvia Carden,
For 105 Y t m W n u v
Marie Ruddle, Nancy Treas; A's
and B's—Andy
Batts,
Ronnie
Homra, Tommy
Lynn, Stuart
Voelpel, Jerry Walls, Terry Willingham, Shirley Bard. Judy Barron, Donna Campbell,
Sandra
Cash. Judy Clayton,
Jennifer
Duncan, Patti Hixson, Carolyn
Hood, Anita Kilgo, Carol Luther,
Mae Mann. Andrea Melton, Sally
Pirtle, Margaret Poe, Nancy Williamson.
Juniors: All A's—Jeanie Hinton, Sara Jane Poe; A's and B's—
Lloyd Bone, Leslie
Cheatham,
Rodney Foster, Wayne Lohaus,
Betty Beadles, Anita Bondurant,
Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, Carol
Pigue, Peggy Reams, Sallie Williams, Cecelia Wright.
Sophomores: A's and
B's—
Henry Armstrong, Mike Campbell, Steve Jones, John Reed,
Randall Roper, Carbie Lou Bolin,
Marjorie Collier, Brenda McBride,
Janie Noles.
Freshmen: A's and B's—David
Dunn, Jimmy Treas. Eddie Williamson,
Roma Foster,
Kathy
Fulcher, Cynthia Homra, G w e n delean Lambert, Carol Ann L a w son, Julie Powell, Patricia Ray,
Joyce Tucker, Mary Jo Westpheling.

NOTEBOOK—

(Continued from Page One)
friend Hugh Pigue this week. Besides letting me know that Ke was
going to vote for Lyndon Johnson this November, Hugh said that
he and Jo have received letters
from Tucson and Denver reporting that the national coverage of
the Banana Festival was viewed
in those cities with great interest.
Mrs. Wiley Puckett saw the TV
broadcasts in Tucson and Mrs.

Paul Kasnow said that in Nashville last Sunday every salesman
. h e talked with from all over the
country had some comment to
make about the Festival. Congratulatory, of course. So, you
see, we're getting more famous al!
the time.
Lucille Smith. Mrs Mabel Graves
and Mrs. Louis Fiewles saw the
events in Denver.

FOODisa
BARGAIN

« ! K M « y For

taerfca'i

f l l f
I

f1

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

TriE INTIMATE
SECRETS OF A
FABULOUS
FELINE

B W g

PORK LOIN ROAST

Whole Loins
Rib Half Loin
Loin Half Loin
Country Ribs

^ 53*
^ 49*
u, 59*
^ 45*

LOIN
END

Lb. 4 5 *

/
CENTER CUT PORK CHOPS

U.S.D.A. I N S P E C T E D — T O Q U A L I T Y — N O L I M I T — N O SOLD T O DEALERS

FRYERS

~ 25

RIB

M I X OR M A T C H S A L E — LESSER Q U A N T I T I E S SOLD A T REGULAR RETAILS

POST CEREALS

I

POST TOA5T1ES (IB-Ox.)
POST BRAN RAKES (16-Oz.)
POST RAISIN BRAN (14-Ox.)

M L IO'/J-OZ.
lOVz-Oz.
Cons
Con*

0 0 | All Meat
Varieties

| P E R M A N E N T TYPE A N T I - F R E E Z E — M A R V E L .. Gallon 1.39—PRESTONE.

Disney

Thomassna
Wall Disney's

ARIZONA
SHEEP DOG"
In Technicolor!
SUNDAY A MONDAY

MIR

Pkg.

$1

0 0

Gallon 1.59

n

a

U.S.D.A.

lb.

g

»

'

Red or Yellow

Fancy

Hudson
Cleansing Tissues

Hudson
Paper Napkins
OIC

Golden ^
Sho-Cose^

|

Pkgs.

Q f

A

4°0f0

DETERGENT....

/

Purex Bleach — 2 3 c Dry Trend - 2 r 39c Blu-White
Little Bo Peep —»u. at. 22fl Liquid Trend 2 H 57c Sweetheart E ~ , 2
Beads (0 Bleach
6
48c Dutch Cleanser 2 r 33c Wrisley
Clorox Bleach ~u.^i 39(
NABISCO
PUFFIN BISCUITS
7 o c t n 8tri4tm"'
Nsw And
Improved.

THE THREE UVES Of

f rWST CUTS \

39ff
Bologna
Sliced Bfifif
25c
Canned Picnics ~ 3 - 6 9
Turkeys
39c
Beef Liver s " ^ . ^ 39c
Whiting sr™ - - 5 - 79C
Apples
- 1 0 " 59c
Potatoes E l 20 - 89c
_

BANANAS
of 200

69c r 79c

B m o k s d . .

CAMPBELL'S SOUPS

Sultana
Jane Parker
/ 8
4 1L Cans
c b .^ 49c
H
Golden Corn Whole Kernel
Bread Sandwich
\ ,T) 2 Loaves 39c
8sve
1
•
I
Jane
Jane Parker
Parker
7 0 f U a a c e , Mild Cheddar, Musnstsr
/
Layer C a k e Gorman Chocolat.
Blxe 17C V<neese or Fresh Brick
v 10c"f /1-Lb.Lb. 49c
Gradal
1-Lb. 1-Oz.
School Days Peas
3 Cans 47c A & P Apple Sauce ( A ) t Csns 1.00

PCS

Walt

SUPER
• RIGHT
QUALITY

MILLIONS ARE SAVING DURING A&P's GREAT 105th BIRTHDAY EVENT!

G O L D E N R I P E — A REAL V A L U E
PHONE 12 — OPEN 6:45

F u M m ! M b TlttS

BAMMcof

AP

fljou 'It Save

After approval of the bond is- Page 12
The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 15,1964
sue, the project will include a
1—
lodge and swimming pool, cotR , H < KWH AVERAGE
COVERAGE INCREASES
tages, a nine-hole golf course, boat
dock, bridle path, playground and
KNOXVTT.T.K — T h e 400,000 allNEW Y O R K — In IMS, ten milother recreatipn areas, and picnic,
alectric homes that use T V A p o w swimming, and camping facilities. lion Americans had surgical-expense insurance. Twenty years er averaged more than 22,000
Master plans for the park are
kilowatt-hours each in fiscal 1M4.
being prepared by Scruggs & later nearly 1J5 million were p r o Hammond, Lexington landscape tected, according to the Health At this level of use their average
rate per k w h was .78 of a cent.
architects, Bell said.
*
I Insurance Institute.

29c
2 - 27c

Nine Lives ...

Ballard's or Pillsbury

BISCUITS

4 3 *

£29*

6

«

PRICES IN THIS A O B K C T 1 V I THRU SAT., OCT. 17

(OVEN-READY)

6

CaMs

THf OMAT ATIANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY. INC.

food Stores

- 4 9

Pkg,

READY-TO-BAKE

^35*

Ritz Crackers
Fig Newtons
Crackers L^tT

- -

iMIRIU'S DIPINDHtl I00D MIROMNT UNCI IIS*

4 9 '
Folgers
Instant Coffee

iz)

r «i«

Bufferin
Pkg. of SO

78*

Pkg. ef 100
$ 1 0 8

Save Its

* Confidets
SANITARY NAPKINS

r, 39*

Pkg.
ef

Scotts Family
Place Mats
Pk»

ef M

35*

Spry
SHOHTNNO

2

Can

17a

BETTY CROCKER
CHOCOLATE FUDGE

Rinso Blue

c u -34«

(5c O f f )

Hi-Ho Crackers

"XT 27*

r 29*

Cake Frosting
-

-

-

14-Os.
Pk».

-

SUNSHINE

^

